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SUMMARY

Actin network architecture and dynamics play a central role in cell contractility and tissue morphogenesis.
RhoA-driven pulsed contractions are a generic mode of actomyosin contractility, but themechanisms under-
lying how their specific architecture emerges and how this architecture supports the contractile function of
the network remain unclear. Here we show that, during pulsed contractions, the actin network is assembled
by two subpopulations of formins: a functionally inactive population (recruited) and formins actively partici-
pating in actin filament elongation (elongating). We then show that elongating formins assemble a polar actin
network, with barbed ends pointing out of the pulse. Numerical simulations demonstrate that this geometry
favors rapid network contraction. Our results show that formins convert a local RhoA activity gradient into a
polar network architecture, causing efficient network contractility, underlying the key function of kinetic con-
trols in the assembly and mechanics of cortical network architectures.

INTRODUCTION

Vastly conserved in eukaryotes, the actomyosin cytoskeleton is
a major determinant of the mechanical properties of embryonic
cells and tissues (Munjal and Lecuit, 2014). Modulation of acto-
myosin networks activity plays a critical role in cell shape
changes, cell division, cell migration, and polarization. The inte-
gration of these behaviors, at the tissue scale, drives tissue
deformation and morphogenesis (Lecuit and Lenne, 2007). At
themolecular scale, however, the role of the architecture of acto-
myosin networks has been a research focus and subject of some
debate (Blanchoin et al., 2014; Koenderink and Paluch, 2018;
Agarwal and Zaidel-Bar, 2019). In muscle, the mechanisms of
actomyosin contractility have historically been characterized,
showing that, in this quasi-crystalline organization, the sliding
of bipolar myosin II mini-filaments along actin filaments drives
network contractility and sarcomere shortening. In other con-
texts, in contrast, and in particular at the cell cortex of developing
embryos, seemingly disordered actin networks remain poorly
understood in terms of network polarity, length distribution,
mesh size, turnover rates, or crosslinking levels, and we still do
not fully comprehend how F-actin architecture is functionally
linked to network contractility. Theoretical studies (Lenz et al.,
2012a, 2012b) and computational models (Kim, 2015) have
shown that asymmetry between the compressive and extensive
modulus—the ability to withstand tension but buckle under
compressive forces—can drive contraction of disordered bun-
dles. Similarly, numerical simulations and in vitro experiments

have clearly demonstrated that non-polar actin networks can
contract (Yu et al., 2018). Cellular networks however, often
display characteristic organization, suggesting that specific
network dynamics and geometries may play a critical role in
network contractility (Koenderink and Paluch, 2018).
Active Rho GTPase zones have recently emerged as essen-

tial regulators to template the architecture of the actomyosin
meshwork by defining active, task-tuned zones of cytoskeletal
assembly (Miller and Bement, 2009). Examples of such zones
include the leading edge of migrating cells, the cleavage furrow
during cell division, and the apical cortex during apical
constriction. During embryonic morphogenesis in particular, a
wide class of morphogenetic processes is driven by pulsed
contractions, a widespread mode of actomyosin contractility
where transient and iterative F-actin and myosin II accumula-
tions accompany contraction of the actomyosin network (He
et al., 2010; Kim and Davidson, 2011; Martin et al., 2009;
Munro et al., 2004; Roh-Johnson et al., 2012). Previous work
has shown that pulsed contractions are driven by excitable
dynamics of the Rho GTPase RhoA, leading to formation of
activation zones that drive recruitment of downstream effec-
tors, including formin, Anillin, F-actin, and myosin II (Maddox
et al., 2005; Munro et al., 2004; Michaux et al., 2018; Nagana-
than et al., 2018; Reymann et al., 2016). Excitable dynamics,
with feedforward activation and delayed negative feedback,
seem to play an important role to establish Rho activation
(Bement et al., 2015; Nishikawa et al., 2017; Michaux et al.,
2018).
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Figure 1. Anomalous diffusion of individual formin molecules identifies a subpopulation of actin-elongating formins
(A) Single-molecule imaging and tracking of formins fused with GFP (CYK-1::GFP CRISPR strain) shows individual behaviors ranging from superdiffusive (green)

to diffusive (blue) to subdiffusive (red).

(B) Detected mobilities correspond to different classes of behaviors. Superdiffusive particles display a characteristic ballistic motion (green, top panel), whereas

subdiffusive particles appear immobile in the cortex (red, bottom).

(legend continued on next page)
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Thus, Rho GTPases spatially and temporally pattern the
recruitment, turnover, and activity of downstream effectors. It
remains unclear, however, how these orchestrated modulations
of actomyosin dynamics support the specific cellular function of
Rho zones. Here we show that the dynamics and topology of
RhoA activation, converting a RhoA chemical gradient into as-
sembly of a polar actin network, drive formation of a network
structure tuned to its contractile function.
In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, pulsed contractions

occur from the 1-cell stage onward during interphase (Munro
et al., 2004; Mayer et al., 2010) and support cell polarization
and apical constriction (Nance and Priess, 2002; Nance et al.,
2003; Roh-Johnson et al., 2012). Here we show that RhoA pulses
control accumulation of the formin CYK-1 (a diaphanous/mDia
homolog), driving F-actin accumulation during pulsed contrac-
tions. We further show that actin network assembly is kinetically
controlled by saturation of actin filament barbed ends, resulting
in a time-optimal response to RhoA activation so that initiation of
actin elongation closely follows the RhoA pulse. Using single-
molecule microscopy to infer local actin filament orientation
during pulse assembly, we show that formin-assembled actin
networks are polar, generating networks with barbed ends point-
ing outside of the pulse. Finally, our computational exploration
shows that this polar network architecture is favorable for
generation of efficient actomyosin contractility. These results un-
derline kinetic rather than mechanical control of actomyosin
network orientation during pulsed contractions. They also
underline the evolution of billion-years-old machinery, reusing
molecular machinery—formin, F-actin, and myosin II—to drive
a fundamentally conserved phenomenon, precisely tuned force
generation, with opposite geometries reflecting organism-spe-
cific construction rules and constraints.

RESULTS

Cortical dynamics of formins in a developing embryo
Formins drive assembly of a variety of actin-based cellular
structures that drive physiological processes ranging from cell
division and cell migration to cell polarization (Rottner et al.,
2017). Formins are actin nucleators and processive actin elonga-
tors, catalyzing addition of actin monomers to the barbed end of
actin filaments while protecting the filament against capping
(Courtemanche, 2018). In C. elegans, 7 formin genes have
been identified previously (Mi-Mi et al., 2012). Mutants for five
of them are viable (Mi-Mi et al., 2012), and the product of another
localizes to the nucleus and does not interact with actin in vitro
(Amin et al., 2007, 2009; Johnston et al., 2006). cyk-1 (cytokinetic
defective-1), the only ortholog of the Diaphanous family of

formins, is required for cell division and plays a key role in actin
assembly during the early stages of embryonic development
(Swan et al., 1998).
To study CYK-1 in C. elegans, we first generated a GFP

CRISPR knockin at the genomic cyk-1 locus. The resulting strain
is fully viable and displays no readily identifiable phenotype, sug-
gesting that the fusion protein is fully functional. We then used
live single-molecule fluorescence microscopy to visualize the
dynamics of individual formin molecules fused with GFP (Robin
et al., 2014). We first observed that formins were apparently
classified into at least two populations (Video S1), ballistic and
static, as observed previously in other systems (Higashida
et al., 2004, 2013; Funk et al., 2019). To better visualize these
two populations, we used maximum intensity projection to
visualize formin trajectories over 100 consecutive time points
(Video S2). Static formins appeared as dots, and moving formins
appeared as a trail on the cell surface.
To quantitatively characterize these two populations, we per-

formed single-particle tracking and analyzed the trajectories of
19,137 individual formin molecules from 5 embryos. Based on
the logarithmic regression of the mean squared displacement
to an anomalous diffusion model, MSD = 2D,ta (Robin et al.,
2014), we characterized all particle trajectories longer than 15
frames or 750 ms (Figures 1A and 1B) by their anomalous
diffusion coefficient D and scaling exponent a. We could clearly
distinguish the two formin populations, static and ballistic,
with apparent distributions of the scaling exponent peaking at
a = 0.3 (subdiffusive) and a = 1.6 (superdiffusive), respectively
(Figures 1C, 1D, and S1A–S1D; Video S3). We subsequently
used these empirical metrics to classify and sort these two
sub-populations.
Previous work has suggested that these superdiffusive parti-

cles represent formins actively elongating actin filaments (Higa-
shida et al., 2004, 2008, 2013; Funk et al., 2019). To confirm
this, we used RNAi against perm-1, a known component of
eggshell protein (Carvalhoet al., 2011;Olsonet al., 2012) that per-
meabilizes the eggshell, and subsequently treated the embryos
with the microtubule-depolymerizing drug nocodazole and the
actin-depolymerizing drug latrunculin A (Video S4). Performing
the same analysis as before, we observed that the superdiffusive
population essentially disappeared after latrunculin A treatment
but was unaffected by nocodazole treatment (Figure 1E; Video
S4). Latrunculin A (LatA) treatment resulted in initially increased
recruitment of formins at the cell cortex immediately after LatA
treatment (Figures S1E–S1G). Although our quantitative analysis
did not reveal strong differences in the fraction of superdiffusive
versus subdiffusive population during this brief period after
LatA treatment, we could not exclude that this increased

(C)MSD versus lag time (log-log scale). Curve slope reports on the anomalous diffusion exponent a of the trajectory. Green: superdiffusive (a > 1.2). Blue: diffusive

(0.8 < a < 1.2). Red: subdiffusive (a < 0.8). Green dashed: pure superdiffusive (a = 2). Blue dashed: pure diffusive (a = 1). Orange dashed: immobile (a = 0). Detailed

curves are available in Figures S1D–S1G.

(D) Distribution of the fraction of particles displaying a given anomalous diffusion exponent in 5 videos (average ±SD). Background shows the domains corre-

sponding to the classification used here. Two peaks seem to emerge, centered at a = 0.3 and a = 1.6.

(E) Compared with the control (green curve), the superdiffusive population is absent in embryos treated with LatA (purple) but not nocodazole (orange). More than

2,000 tracks were analyzed per embryo, with more than 5 embryos per condition presented.

(F) Projection over 5 s (100 consecutive frames) of formin CYK-1::GFP (left) and actin::GFP (right) speckles, showing subdiffusive speckles (red arrow) and super-

diffusive trails (green arrow). Actin::GFP does not display superdiffusive trails.
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formin recruitment could be caused by increased CYK-1 nucle-
ation secondary to an increase in G-actin concentration
(Figures S1E–S1G). These results strongly supported the idea
that superdiffusive cortical CYK-1::GFP speckles corresponded
to formin dimers actively and processively elongating actin
filaments at the barbed end of the filament at the cell cortex.

To measure the speed of formin speckles, we used two met-
rics. We either selected a collection of trajectories, smoothed
them, projected the position of the formin on the smoothed tra-
jectory, and quantified the traveled distance along this trajectory,
or we used mean squared displacement (MSD) measurements
presented before. Both metrics yielded very similar result, 1.1
± 0.2 mm$s!1 and 1.3 ± 0.2 mm$s!1 (standard deviation), in line
with previously reported speeds (Higashida et al., 2004) but
slower than in a recent in vivo report (Funk et al., 2019).

To test whether immobile formins may be elongating actin fila-
ments,wedecided to use fiducialmarkers on the network of actin
filaments.We showed previously inC. elegans that actin::GFP in-
corporates at thecleavage furrowduringcell division (Robinet al.,
2014), which has also been demonstrated inmammalian cell cul-
ture (Murthy and Wadsworth, 2005; Zhou and Wang, 2008; see
also Skruber et al., 2018). In embryos depleted of Arp-2/3 by
RNAi, cortical recruitment of actin::GFP is unaltered (Michaux
et al., 2018). This suggests that, although actin::GFP might be
selected against and not fully functional, it is still incorporated
in formin-elongated networks and should work as an effective
probe to test our hypothesis. We did not observe significant
directional movements, and single-molecule speckles of ac-
tin::GFP remained largely immobile (Video S5).

To ascertain that our result was not affected by a failure of
actin::GFP to efficiently incorporate into the formin network
(Chen et al., 2012; Wu and Pollard, 2005), we decided confirm
this first result by observing the single-molecule cortical dy-
namics of an F-actin side-binding probe, UtrophinABD::GFP.
Although this alternative strategy would not focus on actin
monomers recently incorporated into the network, if strong
elongation from immobile formins were to occur and displace
actin monomers, then we would expect to see a signature
of these movements in the motion of UtrophinABD::GFP
speckles. Similarly, single-molecule speckles of actin::GFP
and UtrophinABD::GFP remained largely immobile, not dis-
playing significant directional mobility. The fact that neither
probe displayed significant directional movements, and sin-
gle-molecule speckles of actin::GFP and UtrophinABD::GFP
remained largely immobile (Figure 1F; Videos S5, S6, and
S7; Robin et al., 2014), strongly supports the idea that filament
elongation instead fully translates in formin directional motion
and that immobile formins are indeed not elongating actin
filaments, or at very low speeds.

These data show that CYK-1 velocity is a reliable in vivo proxy
for formin elongation rate, demonstrating an average elongation
rate of "400–468 monomers$s!1. Incidentally, our results also
suggest that CYK-1 could be used as a biosensor to measure
cellular modulations of the concentrations of profilin-ATP-G-
actin, calibrated on elongation rates reported previously in vitro
in the presence of profilin (Neidt et al., 2008, 2009). Provided
that, in our system, formin-mediated actin filament elongation
rates are not buffered by slow dissociation of profilin from the

barbed end (Funk et al., 2019) or modulated by mechanical
forces (Jégou et al., 2013; Courtemanche et al., 2013; Kubota
et al., 2017), our results point to a local profilin-ATP-G-actin con-
centration in the early embryo in the"10–12 mM range (see STAR
Methods for details).

Formin-mediated actin filament elongation rates during
the cell cycle
To explore whether actin elongation was dynamically modulated
during embryonic development, we measured formin velocity at
the 1-, 2-, and 4-cell stages during distinct phases of the cell
cycle (Figure 2A). To avoid confounding effects of overcrowding
on tracking at high particle density, we decided to use a strain
overexpressing CYK-1::GFP, which displays essentially identical
dynamics as our CRISPRCYK-1::GFP but allowed us to useGFP
RNAi (Robin et al., 2014) to visualize formins at much lower
densities, improving particle tracking (Videos S8 and S9). At
the 1-cell stage, the elongation rate remained unchanged from
polarization to the maintenance phase (1.25 ± 0.18 mm$s!1 and
1.27 ± 0.16 mm$s!1, respectively) but decreased significantly
over the entire cortex during cytokinesis to 1.05 ± 0.22 mm$s!1.
The velocity increased again after cytokinesis, going back to

levels similar to 1-cell stage polarity establishment (1.24 ±
0.19 mm$s!1), remaining stable or slightly decreasing during
mitosis (1.18 ± 0.18 mm$s!1) in the AB cell, and decreasing again
during AB cytokinesis (1.04 ± 0.18 mm$s!1). During interphase at
the 4-cell stage in ABp, formin velocity increased again but was
notably lower in interphase compared with mitosis (1.15 ±
0.17 mm$s!1 at interphase and 1.24 ± 0.18 mm$s!1 during
mitosis). These results show that formin speed drops signifi-
cantly during cytokinesis but increases when interphase
resumes.
To compare actin elongation rates across lineages, we also

measured formin speed in AB and P1 at the 2-cell stage during
interphase (1.24 ± 0.19 mm$s!1 and 1.18 ± 0.18 mm$s!1, respec-
tively) and during mitosis (1.18 ± 0.18 mm$s!1 and 1.22 ±
0.19 mm$s!1, respectively) (Figure 2B). Our results suggest that
formin speed does not vary between the two cell types.
We also manually quantified the fraction of superdiffusive for-

mins at different stages of the cell cycle from the 1- to the 4-cell
stage. We observed that the ratio fluctuates mildly from 20% to
35% from the 1- to the 4-cell stage, with the highest fraction of
superdiffusive formins observed during interphase (Figure S2).
Actin elongation dynamics are distinctly modulated during

phases of the cell cycle, decreasing significantly by more than
10% during cytokinesis and increasing again after cytokinesis
completion. The measured elongation rates seemed to be rela-
tively robust and only changed marginally from the 1-cell to the
4-cell stage. Because the measured elongation rates reflect the
catalytic enzymatic activity of formin as an actin elongator, these
changes could report on modulations in the concentration of
G-actin species, either free G-actin or complexed with other fac-
tors, such as the profilin PFN-1. The balance between these
various species in particular might play an important role in
control of elongation rates. Our results suggest that F-actin elon-
gation dynamics might be dynamically regulated by the concen-
trations of G-actin species but remain largely robust through time
and across cell lineages during early embryonic development.
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Formin kinetics and implications on actin filament
length in vivo
The length of formin-elongated actin filaments is controlled by a
combination of the formin elongation rate, the formin global off-
rate (combining unbinding and competition), and the turnover
rate of F-actinmonomers in the cortex. Specifically, we assumed
that F-actin turnover and elongation dynamics are independent
processes and follow exponential laws with the characteristic
rate 1=tactin and 1=tformin. For an F-actin monomer at the time
of its disassembly, the length of a filament from the monomer
the to the barbed end of the filament follows an exponential
law with the characteristic length L filament = Vformin 3 tfilament,

A

B

C D

Figure 2. Formin speed is changed by the cell
cycle but conserved through cell lineages
(A and B) Formin speed in AB (A) and P1 (B) cells.

Right: distribution of elongating formin speed. Left:

schematic of the stage and location of the cell from

which the tracks are extracted, with the measured

cell in light blue. Myosin is shown in red and actin in

green. *p R0.05, **p R0.01, ***p R0.001; ns, not

significant. A dashed orange line marks upper and

lower averages. Outliers are shown in red. See

Tables S1 and S2 for detailed statistical information.

(C) Cumulative distribution of CYK-1::GFP trajectory

duration as a fraction of detection events, showing a

half-life of "5 s.

(D) The surviving fraction of cortical CYK-1::GFP as a

function of photobleaching time reports on the turn-

over rate koff and the photobleaching rate kph.

Curves of photobleaching for 4 individual embryos,

normalized for initial values, are shown in colored

shades. Biexponential fit is shown in solid red. Ex-

periments were performed on the CYK-1::GFP over-

expression strain. GFP density was reduced using

GFP RNAi.

where 1=tfilament = 1=tactin + 1=tformin is a
characteristic ‘‘off’’ rate of formins and
Vformin their speed (see supplemental
information for the detailed derivation). To
estimate filament length, we needed to
access actin and formin off-rates and use
our measured actin filament elongation
rates.
We expected a significant fraction of tra-

jectory to be interrupted by tracking failure
or photobleaching, barring us from using
single-molecule tracking as a proxy (Fig-
ure 2C).We therefore turned to a previously
established strategy, smPReSS (Robin
et al., 2014), to estimate a bulk turnover
rate for formins as well as the photobleach-
ing rate. Briefly, bymeasuring the depletion
of cortical formins caused by laser illumina-
tion of the cortex in a CYK-1 overexpres-
sion strain, we can infer the photobleaching
rate and subsequently estimate a bulk for-
min turnover rate over all formin popula-
tions. We could thus establish that the

bulk cortical turnover rate of the formin CYK-1 is "0.11 s!1

(Figure 2D).
Combining our results with previous measurements of ac-

tin::GFP turnover rates (0.05–0.15 s!1; Robin et al., 2014;
Michaux et al., 2018), we estimate that formin-elongated actin fil-
aments scale to"6 mmon average in the 2-cell-stage C. elegans
embryo.

Dynamics of formin at the cortex during pulsed
contractions
During interphase at the 2-cell stage and during polarity
establishment in the 1-cell embryo, myosin II accumulates in
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well-identifiable foci, driving local contractions of the actomyosin
cortex, a process called pulsed contractions, driven by the Rho
GTPase RhoA (Michaux et al., 2018). During the corresponding
stage of the cell cycle, formins also displayed pulsed cortical ac-
cumulations reminiscent of RhoA/myosin pulsed dynamics
(Video S2), so we decided to focus on the dynamics of formins
during pulsed contractions.
We first monitored RhoA activation using a biosensor derived

from the Rho-binding domain of Anillin, encompassing the Anillin
homology (AH) and pleckstrin homology (PH) domains
(Figures 3A–3E and S3A; Video S2; Munro et al., 2004; Piekny
et al., 2005; Tse et al., 2012; Naganathan et al., 2014; Reymann
et al., 2016; Michaux et al., 2018). As described previously (Mi-
chaux et al., 2018), in a strain co-expressing the RhoA biosensor
with myosin (NMY-2::mRFP), we observed a spatial correlation
between the localizations of myosin and the RhoA biosensor
(Figures 3A, 3A0, 3B, S4E, and S4F). We further confirmed these
results by visualizing ROCK, a direct downstream effector of
RhoA, in a strain expressing ROCK fused with GFP from the
endogenous genomic locus along with NMY-2::mRFP (Bell
et al., 2020). By co-monitoring ROCK/LET-502 and myosin/
NMY-2, we found, as observed previously at the 1-cell stage
(Bell et al., 2020), that ROCK also accumulated in domains pre-
figuring myosin localization, displaying very similar spatial and
temporal recruitment dynamics as our RhoA biosensor
(Figures S4A–S4C, S4G, and S4H).
To test whether pulsed accumulations of formins were indeed

coordinated with pulsed contractions, we compared the spatial
and temporal distribution of formins and myosin II using a strain
co-expressing NMY-2::mRFP and CYK-1 fused with GFP from
the endogenous locus. We indeed observed that formins accu-
mulated in broad domains that prefigured the accumulation of
myosin/NMY-2 (Figures 3C, 3D, S4I, and S4J). To verify the
spatial alignment between the regions where myosin accumu-
lated, we measured the intensity across the region of accumula-
tion, using the locus of maximal myosin intensity as a point of

reference, whenmyosin and the co-monitored species were pre-
sent. Using this approach, we observed that myosin-pulsed ac-
cumulations overlapped spatially with those of RhoA, ROCK and
formin (Figures 3B, 3D, 3E, S4A–S4C, S4F, S4H, and S4J).
To infer the biochemical sequence of formin activation during

pulsed contractions, we decided to measure the timing of arrival
of the various formin populations over the course of a pulsed
contraction. We divided our trajectories into 3 tiers: short tracks
(<15 consecutive time frames), which could not be categorized
into a specific population; long subdiffusive; and long superdiffu-
sive. Using this technique, we were able to demonstrate that the
ratio between the different populations was finely modulated
during pulses (Figures 3F–3K). To characterize the dynamics of
arrival of these populations at the cell cortex, we first focused
on the kinetics of these populations on a sequence of successive
pulses (Figure 3F). We observed an iterated sequence of accu-
mulation (Figures 3G and 3H). Using cross-correlation, we
measured a delay between arrival of the superdiffusive and sub-
diffusive populations of"3 s (Figure 3L). This suggested that the
distinct populations accumulated at the cortex in a sequence,
with superdiffusive formins (hereafter called elongating formins)
accumulating first, followed by subdiffusive formins (hereafter
called recruited formins).
To confirm this result, we collected a series of 115 pulses from

10 embryos and quantified the dynamics of the different formin
subpopulations along with the dynamics of the pulse. To show
that formin accumulationswere indeed coupledwith pulsed con-
tractions of the actomyosin cortex, we first measured the rate of
change of the surface area of our formin pulses (Figures 3M and
S8; Video S10; see the flowchart of the image analysis procedure
for details). We further confirmed the contraction of the network
during pulsed contractions by visualizing fiducial landmarks on
the network with actin fused to GFP (ACT-1::GFP, overexpres-
sion strain, single-molecule level), along with the myosin heavy
chain fused with mCherry (NMY-2::mCherry, overexpression
strain) as a general marker for pulsed contractions (Figure S4D;

Figure 3. Recruited formins and actin-filament elongating formins display distinct dynamics during pulsed contractions
(A) Two-cell stage embryo showing the RhoA biosensor (green, AHPH::GFP) and myosin II (magenta, NMY-2:mKate2).

(B) Mean normalized intensity of RhoA and myosin density profile across pulses. See Figure S4 for detailed information on quantifications.

(C) Two-cell stage C. elegans embryo expressing formin CYK-1::GFP CRISPR (green) and myosin NMY-2:mKate2 CRISPR (magenta).

(A0 and C0) Corresponding magnified views of a single pulse. Top: both channels. Bottom: separate channels.

(D) Formin normalized mean intensity (solid green) and myosin (solid magenta) density profile along an axis drawn through pulses.

(E) Compiled results from (B) and (D).

(B, D, and E) Shaded curves: standard deviations from 18 pulses from 6 embryos.

(F) The number of total (purple), superdiffusive (green), and subdiffusive (red) formin CYK-1::GFP molecules during pulsed contractions varies periodically.

(G) Normalized number of molecules during pulsed contractions. The populations display distinct accumulation dynamics.

(H) Temporal evolution of the relative fraction of superdiffusive (green) and subdiffusive (red) subpopulations within the total population during pulsed con-

tractions.

(I–K) Dynamics of formin CYK-1::GFP populations during pulsed contractions, averaged over 115 pulses from 10 embryos. Individual pulses are synchronized to

pulse initiation (t = 0; see also Figure 5F). In (I) and (J), the number of total (purple), superdiffusive (green), and subdiffusive (red) formin CYK-1::GFP speckles

during pulsed contractions. Absolute (I) and normalized (J) numbers of molecules during pulsed contractions show that superdiffusive (green), subdiffusive

(red), and total formin (purple) populations accumulate with distinct dynamics.

(L) Cross-correlation with total population of superdiffusive (green), subdiffusive (red), and total (purple) formin populations. The offset shows that subdiffusive

formins accumulate 3.3 s after superdiffusive formins.

(F–H and L) Population dynamics of formin CYK-1::GFP in a single embryo during 5 consecutive pulsed contractions.

(M) Rate of change of normalized pulse area during a pulsed contraction. The contraction (blue overlay) starts "3 s after pulse initiation and "6 s after particles

start to accumulate in the pulse.

(I, J, and M) Shaded curves: SEM.

(F–M) CYK-1::GFP overexpression strain. GFP density was reduced using GFP RNAi.
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Video S11). Based on these results, we then confirmed that for-
mins accumulated at the cortex in a well-defined sequence,
starting with superdiffusive followed by subdiffusive formins
(Figures 3I–3K; Video S10). We further confirmed this observa-
tion using a different metric (based directly on particle
displacement instead of trajectory classification) to measure
this delay (Figures S3B–S3E), which yielded very similar delays
(Figures S3F–S3I).

This result was somewhat surprising because, based on pre-
vious work on formin structure and domain activity, we expected
an activation sequence where formins would be first recruited to
the cortex by RhoA and then transferred to barbed ends of actin
filaments to promote elongation (Li and Higgs, 2003, 2005;
Higgs, 2005). Numerically, however, the number of recruited for-
mins outweighed the elongating population (Figure S3F, class 1
versus class 2), suggesting that the system might be running
under a regimen where formins are in excess.

Previouswork (Higashida et al., 2004, 2008, 2013) also reported
two formin subpopulations. In these studies, low doses of latrun-
culin B (Higashida et al., 2008) and gentle mechanical stimulation
(Higashida et al., 2013) increased the fraction of mobile formins,
and the authors demonstrated that this increase in the mobile for-
min fraction was caused by an increase in free G-actin concentra-
tion. In our system, however, it is difficult to imagine that pulsed
contractions could drive changes in free G-actin either locally or
globally. Global changes would require that individual, uncoordi-
nated pulses, spanning "5%–10% of the cell surface (Video S2),
robustly alter the free G-actin concentration at the cell scale,
even as only "10% of actin monomers are assembled as F-actin
at the cortex (Robin et al., 2014). On the other hand, we expect
that local changes in freeG-actin concentrationwould be instantly
mitigated by diffusion in this almost circular system. These two
arguments go against the hypothesis that local actin assembly dy-
namicswouldchange freeG-actinconcentrationat thepulsescale
and lead to the observed sequence of events during local and
asynchronous pulsed contractions.

Two other classes of models could explain this sequence of
recruitment. The first class of models invokes delayed activation
by RhoA of a formin competitor for barbed-end binding. The
heterodimeric capping protein CP/CapZ, an ortholog of the
C. elegans proteins CAP-1 and CAP-2, is a major actin-capping
protein in vivo and might be an interesting candidate for such a
mechanism. CAP-1/2 was recently described as forming a mé-
nage à trois (or ‘‘decision complex’’; Bombardier et al., 2015)
with formins at the barbed end, weakening formin/barbed-end
binding affinity and eventually leading to formin displacement
(Shekhar et al., 2015).

Alternatively, in a second class of models, a non-diffusible
limiting factor would be consumed locally by formins during their
recruitment to the cortex. We hypothesized that one such factor
could be uncapped barbed ends available for elongation,
running under a regimen where formins are recruited in excess
of that population of barbed ends, and elongate actin filaments
from this limiting pool. Although, in this scenario, the shift from
elongating to recruited/inactive forminswould result from satura-
tion of available barbed ends rather than competition between
formins and capping proteins for barbed ends, such a model
would essentially present the same kinetic signature.

A barbed-end saturation mechanism allows responsive
actin assembly
To test whether this second model of limiting available barbed
ends was plausible, we designed a simple kinetic model for
CYK-1 recruitment and used this model to explore the temporal
dynamics of formin accumulation (Figures S5A and S5B). We
postulated that

(1) active RhoA concentration pulses periodically, with a
period of 30 s (Michaux et al., 2018);

(2) cytoplasmic formins are activated by active RhoA and re-
cruited to the cortex, shifting in the recruited population (Li
and Higgs, 2005);

(3) CYK-1 formins are poor nucleators but good elongators—
we considered that formins do not efficiently nucleate
new filaments under physiological conditions (in vitro
actin assembly yields "1 new nucleated filament per
550 CYK-1 formin molecules at 2.5 mM actin and 2.5 mM
profilin PFN-1 (Neidt et al., 2008);

(4) when recruited at the cortex, formins bind to barbed ends
through a bimolecular reaction to drive actin assembly,
becoming elongating formins; and

(5) recruited and elongating formins unbind from the cortex,
returning to the cytoplasmic pool with characteristic rates
of 1/trecruited and 1/telongating.

To seed our model, we used measured parameter values for
RhoA activity, formin unbinding rates, and relative ratios be-
tween the different formin populations. Using these parameters,
and provided that, in our parameters, (1) the binding reaction of
recruited formins to barbed ends is very fast, and (2) barbed ends
are scarce and are depleted when formin density increases, our
model indeed captured the key observation that elongating
formins accumulated before recruited formins (Figures 4A–4C).
Under these conditions, during an early phase, elongating
formins accumulate rapidly after the RhoA pulse, followed by
a late phase during which recruited formins accumulate
(Figures 4B, 4F, and S5C–S5H).
We favoredamodel for activationwhereRhoAbindingpreceded

dimerization (Figure S5A), although other models (e.g., a dimer
existingbefore the forminbinds toRhoAandunfolds) are alsoplau-
sible. The simulation, however, proved to be robust to these
modifications of the biochemical scheme (Figures 4D and 4E).
Under a small set of assumptions, we can explain the emer-

gence of a significant delay between recruited and elongating
formins. Provided that this model is correct, saturation by
CYK-1 of free barbed ends of actin filaments would allow a rapid
response to pulsed RhoA activation (Figures S5C–S5H). These
results demonstrate that the kinetics of the actin cytoskeleton
in the early C. elegans embryo is wired to drive a fast response
to upstream activation of actin dynamics.

Relative rates of actin assembly and contractility
support polar network assembly
During pulsed contractions, cortical contractile dynamics results
in peak cortical flow rates of "0.3 mm$s!1 (Michaux et al., 2018;
Munro et al., 2004; Nishikawa et al., 2017). In comparison,
elongating formins move relatively rapidly, with a measured
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Figure 4. Modeling formin recruitment dynamics with an excess of formins over barbed ends reproduces the in vivo recruitment sequence
(A) Temporal dynamics of recruited formins during a sequence of 3 pulses. Red, recruited formins.

(B) Same as in (A) but with elongating formins (purple, elongating formins; light red, recruited formins). Recruited formins accumulate after elongating formins.

(C) Temporal dynamics of barbed ends (cyan, barbed ends; light red, recruited formins). Model with 2 free parameters and 4 fixed parameters, the value of which

was set based on experimental measurements. Barbed ends accumulate progressively in the absence of formins (between pulses) but are rapidly used upon

formin recruitment. Recruited formins are immediately converted into elongating formins so that elongating formins accumulate until depletion of the built-up

barbed ends. The RhoA activation period is denoted by a black line and ‘‘Rho On’’ or ‘‘On.’’

(D) The same model with a different choice of parameter values for the free parameters of the model. The outcome is similar.

(E) Distinct model where barbed ends are generated periodically during the end of the pulsed contractions, mimicking myosin-driven actin buckling/severing

activity. This model also readily reproduced the expected outcome without additional refinement.

(F) Schematic of the two phases of the pulse, representing a ‘‘first come, first served’’ scenario. Early phase: formins arrive at the cell surface, barbed ends are

available, and recruited formins are immediately converted into elongating formins. Late phase: upon depletion of the barbed-end pool, formins are trapped in the

recruited state.
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speed of 1.1–1.3 mm$s!1. As a consequence, even at the peak of
contraction, elongating formins can ‘‘exit’’ the contraction zone
easily and assemble an actin network of filaments up to several
microns around the pulse region. To describe the architecture of
this network, we measured the orientation of formin-based actin

elongation during pulse assembly. We focused on elongating
formins and measured the orientation of elongation radially
away from the zone of formin accumulation (Figures 5A–5D),
which essentially corresponds to the RhoA recruitment zone
(Figure S3A). Displaying only orientations where we could collect

A B

C

D

F

E

Figure 5. CYK-1 formin-driven actin-filament elongation during pulsed contractions drives formation of a transient polar actin network,
barbed ends pointing out
(A) 2-cell-stage embryo expressing CYK-1::GFP. Orange circle, pulsed contraction.

(B) Measurement of the angle is performed with respect to the center of the formin pulse and the local orientation of the formin trajectory.

(C) Green (blue) track oriented with the filament barbed end pointing away from (toward) the center of the formin pulse.

(D) Angle distribution for steps of elongating formins. Average elongation orientation is shown as a red segment.

(E) Angle distribution of superdiffusive formin trajectory steps during pulsed contractions. During the peak of the pulse, around the pulse center, superdiffusive

formins display, on average, an outward orientation (dashed red box). 115 pulses derived from 10 distinct embryos were used to collect more than 50,000

trajectories. Steps are binned according to the distance from the center of the formin pulse (vertical) and time from t = 0 (horizontal, 3-s intervals) to produce each

rose plot. Steps are then mapped in the polar histogram as in (C). Individual pulses are synchronized to pulse initiation (t = 0, first pass at 45% of the normalized

number of particles in the considered pulse), as shown in (F). Average step orientation is displayed as a red segment, with length reflecting statistical significance.

Rose plots with fewer than 200 steps are not represented (the dashed line outlines plots with >200 steps).

(F) Evolution of the number of particles in a pulse; the same axis as in (E). Light purple, total number of formin particles in individual pulses; dark purple, the

corresponding average and SEM; green, average and SEM for the superdiffusive population.

This is the same dataset as in Figures 3I–3L. Experiments were performed on the CYK-1::GFP overexpression strain. GFP density was reduced using GFP RNAi

(see STAR Methods for additional details).
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more than 200 individual elongation measurements, we
observed that formins are not heavily oriented outside of the
pulse time window (Figures 5E and 5F). In contrast, during the
peak of assembly (corresponding approximately to the period
where elongating formins >50% max.), the orientation of for-
min-mediated actin assembly displayed strong polarization
(Figure 5E).

These results show that formins elongate the actin network
with a polar dynamics, with elongation during the pulse occur-
ring, on average, from the center of the formin pulse to the
outside. Because formin-based elongation increases local actin
concentration "2-fold (Michaux et al., 2018), we propose that
pulses assemble a polar actin networkwith barbed ends pointing
outward of the pulse, akin to an ‘‘actin aster’’ (see discussion).

To test whether this orientation resulted purely from the tran-
sient local gradient of elongating formins between the pulsing re-
gion and its surroundings or whether additional mechanisms
should be invoked, we designed a simple spatial model of formin
orientation. To seed our model, we exclusively used measured
parameters of formin recruitment and elongation dynamics (for-
min-mediated actin filament elongation rate, density, activation/
elongation duration, and off-rate and pulsed contraction locali-
zations) and generated synthetic formin pulsed accumulations
with random orientations. The modeled formin dynamics dis-
played similar orientations, with filaments pointing outward,
closelymirroring the dynamics observed in vivo (Figure S6; Video
S12). These results demonstrate that local formin accumulation
drives the assembly of a polar actin network architecture, with
the majority of barbed ends pointing out.

Actomyosin network polarity supports efficient
contractility
Although previous work, theoretical (Lenz et al., 2012a, 2012b)
and in vitro (Linsmeier et al., 2016), showed that actin contraction
does not require a specific network orientation, in vivo observa-
tions suggest that pulsed contractions form a polar actin network
(Coravos and Martin, 2016). In vitro and computational work
shows that myosin II contractility can drive polar network reorga-
nization by barbed-end filament sorting with an opposite polarity
(Kreten et al., 2018; Wollrab et al., 2018). We thus wanted to
determine whether the polar network architecture we observed,

barbed end pointing out combined with myosin II intrinsic
polarity as a plus-end-directed motor (Howard, 2001), would
not support stronger contractions or contraction over larger dis-
tances. Independently controlling network orientation and den-
sity while faithfully constraining other parameters, however,
was not experimentally manageable in vivo or in vitro. We
decided to turn to agent-based models of cortical mechanics
to decipher the impact of network architecture on contractility.
Using our established computational model of actomyosin

networks (Figure S7A; Bidone et al., 2017; Kim, 2015), we probed
the roles of formin-induced F-actin elongation in cortex me-
chanics and architecture. Using a three-dimensional cortex-
like actin meshwork (20 mm 3 20 mm3100 nm), we simulated
RhoA-driven pulsed contraction by locally modulating the
kinetics of myosin II and F-actin elongation rates based on
experimental measurements (Figure S7B). Specifically, to
reproduce formin activity, we increased the elongation rate of
a fraction of the barbed ends in the RhoA-activated region, re-
sulting in rapid elongation of actin filaments for "10 s or
"12 mm (Figure 6A, top row). We then locally turned on myosin
II activity in the RhoA-activated region for 15 s and with a delay
of "5 s to reproduce delayed myosin II activation by RhoA
(Videos S13, S14, and S15; Michaux et al., 2018).
Using this tailored model of pulsed contraction, we then eval-

uated the impact of formin activation levels on network architec-
ture and the deployment of forces generated by myosin II. We
observed that actin and myosin tended to contract toward the
center of the activated region upon motor activation, peak, and
then relax upon myosin II inactivation (Figures 6B, inset, and
S7C). Themaximum levels of actomyosin contraction decreased
with formin activation levels (Figures 6B and S7D). The sum
of forces experienced by formin-elongated actin filaments
increased with higher formin activation levels (Figures 6A, sec-
ond row, and 6C): long, formin-elongated actin filaments are
cross-linked with many other short actin filaments, propagating
the force generated by myosin II farther into the network (Fig-
ure S7E). We also observed that weaker local contraction and
longer-range force transmission in the network prevented forma-
tion of contraction-induced actin aggregates separated from the
rest of the network (Figures 6A and 6B). At high formin activation
levels, myosin and actin contractions were inhibited, preventing

Figure 6. Agent-based models for the mechanics of pulsed contractions demonstrate that polar network architecture supports efficient
actomyosin contractility
(A) Simulating a sequence of two successive pulsed contractions. The first pulse occurs in the center, whereas the second pulse location is stochastic. Snapshots

were taken at t = 10, 20, and 50 s (during pulse initiation, the first pulse, and the second pulse, respectively; Figure S7B) with three different fractions of barbed

ends undergoing quick elongation: 0%, 0.25%, and 1%. Top row: actin, myosin, and actin cross-linking protein are shown in red, green, and gray, respectively.

Formin-elongated actin filaments assembled are shown in yellow. Center and bottom rows: magnitude of tensile forces on filaments, visualized using the color

scaling shown below. A green overlay represents active myosin motors. Simulations have periodic boundary conditions.

(B) Maximum and end-of-cycle values (blue triangles and red circles, respectively; see inset for definition) of the actin contraction as a function of the fraction of

fast-elongating actin filaments. Contraction is computed in a square region (4 3 4 mm) located within the pulsing region and indicates how homogeneous the

network morphology becomes in the square region because of actin aggregation (see supplemental information for details). The inset shows the time evolution of

actin contraction (fast elongation at 0.25%) with an indication of maximum and end-of-cycle values.

(C) Sum of tensile forces acting on quickly elongated filaments depending on the fraction of such filaments.

(D) A snapshot of a network with actin filaments elongated quickly from pointed ends, taken at t = 20 s. The color schemes are identical to those used in the

second and third rows of (A).

(E–G) Maximum actin contraction (E), motor contraction (F), and sum of tensile forces on elongated filaments (G), quantified at t = 20 s. The motor contraction

indicates how much the size of motor the population decreases compared with the initial size. In the control case, filaments are elongated from barbed ends,

whereas in the other case, filaments are elongated from pointed ends.
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the appearance of aggregates (Figures 6B; Video S15). As more
actin filaments are elongated by formin, resistance to contrac-
tion increases, preventing local network collapse while enabling
force transmission farther in the cortex.
Finally, to explore the specific impact of network polarity on

contractility (Figure 5), we decided to probe the mechanics of
networks displaying inverted architectures; we set out the nu-
merical simulations to assemble actin networks with pointed
ends emerging from the aster (by inverting formin polymerization
dynamics, enhancing formin-mediated actin filament elongation
at the pointed ends instead of the barbed end). We observed that
actin and myosin contractions were enhanced (Figures 6D–6F).
The forces acting on formin-elongated actin filaments were
severely reduced (Figure 6G). With this network architecture,
myosin motors moved toward the pulse center in a polarity
sorting mechanism (Figure 6D; Wollrab et al., 2018) rather than
pulling actin filaments to generate forces. These simulations
showed that rapid assembly of a polar network architecture,
under control of RhoA-driven pulses of formins, drives efficient
actomyosin network contractility, supporting the remodeling of
cell shape during pulsed contractions.
These simulation results show that actomyosin network

architecture, largely governed by the kinetics of formin-mediated
actin filament assembly, controls the mechanics of pulsed
contraction, playing a key role to support the cellular function
of pulsed contractions.

DISCUSSION

Precise architectural organization of the actomyosin network is
crucial for force generation at the cell cortex. How contractile ar-
chitectures are assembled in rapidly remodeling actin networks
is a multiple-answer question, especially during development,
when force deployment is critical for embryo morphogenesis.
Here we show that formins organize a polar actin network during
cortical pulsed contraction in a biochemical system primed for
rapid assembly.
Our detailed description of the kinetics of actin assembly by

formins shows that formins elongate actin filaments at
1.2 mm$s!1, or "450 monomers$s!1. Assuming that the elonga-
tion rate scales with actin concentration in a solvent-indepen-
dent manner, formin velocity may be a good indicator of the
modulations of free G-actin concentration in the cell. Recent
work, however, has shown that, under saturating conditions, at
concentrations of actin of more than 200 mM, formin velocity
actually does not scale with G-actin and profilin concentration
and is controlled instead by the dissociation of profilin from the
filament end (Funk et al., 2019). The decrease in elongation rates
observed during cell division could then be caused by F-actin
sequestration at the cleavage furrow, globally altering G-actin
concentration or the actin/profilin ratio (Neidt et al., 2009).
Closely following theaccumulationof twodistinctpopulationsof

formins during pulsed contractions, we observed a puzzling ki-
netics sequence: elongating formin actually preceded recruited
formins. We hypothesized that this sequence emerged directly
fromthekineticsofCYK-1-mediatedactin assemblyanddesigned
a simple kinetics model recapitulating the main known character-
istics of our system. In this model, the observed kinetics and

theoretical biochemical sequence could come together under a
small set of specific assumptions: (1) barbed ends available for
elongation are limiting, (2) formins are recruited in large numbers,
and (3) the conversion reaction is fast compared with other reac-
tions in the system. At this point, however, we still lack tools to
conclusively explore a number of related issues. How does
RhoA/CYK-1 recruitment to the cell surface (comparedwithpurely
cytoplasmic dynamics) impact barbed-end dynamics (2D versus
3D effects and reduction of dimensionality are discussed further
in Methods S1)? What is the molecular nature of these barbed
ends available for elongation (uncapped, capped by different fac-
tors than capping proteins, etc.)? When are barbed ends gener-
ated and by which mechanisms? What are the dynamics of
capping during pulses? How many barbed ends are generated?
Quantitatively at least, the concentration of formins seems to be
consistent with an uncapped barbed end saturation mechanism:
with a binding rate constant to uncapped barbed ends of
"0.029 nM!1.s!1 and a local concentration at the pulse site of
"10 nM, we would expect a half-life for barbed ends in the range
of "3 s, consistent with our experimental observations (see sup-
plemental information). We also do not yet have the resolution to
explore the specific nature of the observed barbed ends. Are
formins capable of heterodimerizing or co-assembling with other
factors acting as competitive inhibitors, and could this lead to
formation of inactive barbed ends?
Our numerical simulations also point to an important role of the

long actin filaments assembled by formins because they seem to
efficiently transmit forces in the network across long distances
and avoid local network collapse. Future studies may leverage
optogenetics tools to locally tune the activity of formins and
test their mechanical function in cortical actomyosin contractility
independent of their function in the global assembly and balance
of the actin cortex.
Strikingly, the geometry of the assembled network is controlled

by the geometry of the upstream signaling factors: local RhoA
activationdrivesassembly of apolar actin network. This suggests
that, at this scale, the actin architecture seems to be fundamen-
tally driven by the spatial patterning of assembly kinetics rather
than by reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton by the mechan-
ical motor activity of myosin II (Reymann et al., 2016).
This architecture of the assembled structure, with myosin II

recruited at the center of a polar actin network, barbed ends
pointing out, is well tuned for actomyosin contractility. Our
numerical simulations show that, although actomyosin networks
can generate tension in the absence of a specific network
architecture, actomyosin networks perform differently depending
on their organization, and the contractile efficiency of the actomy-
osin network remains functionally linked to their geometry. RhoA
signaling therefore converts a chemical RhoA gradient into a polar
actin network architecture with a structure well adapted to the
contractile function of actomyosin pulses in morphogenesis.
With precisely timed cell cycles, similar in duration to the ones

inDrosophila syncytial embryos, lasting"100,C. elegans embry-
onic early development cell cycles unfold very fast (Brauchle
et al., 2003), in particular compared with other early embryos;
for instance, mouse embryos (20 h; Yamagata and FitzHarris,
2013), sea urchins (150 min; Chassé et al., 2016), and even as-
cidians ("30 min; Dumollard et al., 2013). In C. elegans, the
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Figure 7. Compared analysis of contractility between pulsed contractility in metazoans (Drosophila and C. elegans) and yeast
(A and B) During cytokinesis in Schizosaccharomyces pombe, nodes form, cluster, and align, forming the contraction to drive cell division, with a process scale

size of 1–2 mm. Comparatively, in metazoans, pulsed contractions drive apical constriction over 10–50 mm (A). The formin Cdc12p is recruited in the nodes and

drives filament elongation (B). Pointed ends of filaments are proposed to diffuse locally and explore their environment until they are captured and pulled byMyo2p

myosin filaments of another node.

(C and D) During pulsed contractions in C. elegans, Rho recruits formins, which elongate actin filaments, followed by myosin recruitment in the pulse center (C).

Processive actin elongation by formins, recruited at the pulse site under control of Rho, drives formation of a polar actin network initiated at the pulse and

extending more than 10 mm from the pulse, with actin barbed-end pointing outward (D). Myosin recruited by Rho in the center of the pulse then efficiently drives

actin network contraction, pulling on actin cables assembled during the pulse to ‘‘reel in’’ the network toward the center of the pulse. A model inspired by the

SCPR model has been proposed previously to account for contractility in cultured cells treated with small doses of LatA (Luo et al., 2013), supported by the

observed recruitment of myosin at the pulse center and between pulses. In our system, we did not observe such myosin recruitment, suggesting that the two

systems might be organized differently.
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10-min cycles are divided roughly equally into"5 min for mitosis
and 5-min interphase with cortical pulses. As a consequence,
cell polarity, compartmentalization, and cell shape changes are
heavily constrained in time. An actin network primed for fast as-
sembly, together with the polar architecture of actomyosin
pulsed contractions, may set the stage for rapid and efficient
contractions and cell shape changes. During gastrulation, this
very same organization may thus drive fast apical constriction
and subsequent timely internalization of endodermal cells.

Limitations of the study
Our study does not yet account for the interaction of other actin
interaction partners at the barbed end, such as capping proteins
or other formins, and our computational model does not account
for signaling pathways governing pulsatile RhoA activation.
Additional information about these players may thus help to
interpret the results presented in this study.

Conclusions
Actomyosin network contractility is a key conserved feature of
eukaryotic cells. Biochemically, the contractile structure assem-
bled in C. elegans is similar to the nodes assembled in fission
yeast during contractile ring assembly: formin actin filament elon-
gators, myosin II motors, and actin cables (Vavylonis et al., 2008;
Munro et al., 2004). However, several key differences separate
the two contractile modules. Structurally, the sizes of the biolog-
ical systems diverge strongly. At the level of the cell, a fission
yeast cell is "14 mm long and 3 mm wide during cell division,
compared with 50 mm in length and 30 mm in width for the
C. elegans embryo (Figures 7A and 7B). The two contractile
macromolecular assemblies are also very different; fission yeast
nodes are less than 600 nm wide and initially distant by less
than 1 mm on average, whereas C. elegans actomyosin pulses
are 3–5 mm wide and separated by 5–10 mm. The two systems
are also biochemically distinct. The fission yeast formin Cdc12p
elongates actin filaments with high processivity (koff, "7 3 10!5

s!1) but slow speed (10.6 monomers$s!1 at 1.5 mM [actin],
4mM[SpPRF], a fission yeast profilin), whereas theC. elegans for-
min CYK-1 elongates actin filaments with a lower processivity
(koff,"43 10!3 s!1) but much higher speed (63.2monomers$s!1

at 1.5 mM [actin] and 4 mM [PFN-1], a C. elegans profilin). In the
Search-Capture-Pull-Release (SCPR)model and relatedmodels,
actin filament elongation takes place from a static barbed end
(Pollard and Wu, 2010; Vavylonis et al., 2008). However, in
C. elegans, a similar mechanismwould result in filament buckling
or stalling in actin filament elongation. To drive the same func-
tional output, contraction, the molecular homologs assemble a
structurally distinct, geometrically opposite architecture that is
tuned to the scale of the biological system, revealing here an
interesting instance of the tinkering of evolution.
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METHOD DETAILS

Endogenous cyk-1 GFP knock-in transgenic worm generation using CRISPR/Cas9
CRISPR knock-in of cyk-1 was carried out in Wild type N2 genetic background using an established protocol as described in
Dickinson et al.(2013). The SG sequence 50- TCATCATCATCAGGCACAGTGG -30 positioned in the last exon of cyk-1 was used
as CRISPR targeting site. The SG sequence except PAM(TGG) was inserted in the pML2840 (Suman et al., 2019) using the overlap
extension PCR method. The homologous repair plasmid was made using the GIBSON method. In brief, 1.6 kb upstream of the stop
codon (left homology arm), 15-bp N-terminus linker with full-length GFP fragment and 700 bp downstream of the stop codon (right
homology arm) with overlap arms were amplified and assembled in pJET1.2/blunt vector using Gibson Assembly Cloning Kit (New
England Biolabs, Inc.). Full sequences are provided in Table S5. Several silent mutations were done in PAM and downstream
sequence (until stop codon) in the homologous repair template to block undesired cleavage by Cas9 and avoid template switching
during HDR respectively.

The cocktail of plasmids containing SG plasmid (50 ng/ml), repair template (50 ng/ml), and an co-injection marker pRF4
[rol-6(su1006)] (100 ng/ml) were mixed and injected into the gonads of young adult hermaphrodites (Kim et al., 2014). The rest of
screening steps were followed as described earlier (Dickinson et al., 2013). Knock-in was confirmed using PCR, and DNA
sequencing. The homozygous progeny were outcrossed to wild-type four times before subsequent experiments.

RNA interference
We performed RNAi using the feeding method as previously described (Timmons and Fire, 1998). The L4417 plasmid targeting
perm-1 (obtained from the Kamath feeding library (Kamath and Ahringer, 2003)) and the entire GFP sequence (generated by the
Fire lab and available at http://www.addgene.org/1649/) were transformed into HT115(DE3) bacteria. Bacterial cultures for feeding
were grown for 10–12 h and then induced on standard nematode nutritional growth media plates containing 50 mg/ml ampicillin and
1 mM IPTG for 16–24 h at 20–25#C, then stored at 4#C. For perm-1 RNAi, L4 stage larvae were placed on feeding plates for 16–24 h
before imaging.

Imaging conditions
We dissected gravid hermaphrodites and mounted one-cell embryos under #1.5 22-mm square coverslips in 2.5 ml of water or stan-
dard Egg Salts buffer (118 mM NaCl, 40 mM KCl, 3.4 mM CaCl2, 3.4 mM MgCl2, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.4) containing "500 uniformly
sized polystyrene beads (15.6 ± 0.03 mm diameter, Bangs labs, #NT29N) to achieve uniform compression of the embryo surface
across experiments (Robin et al., 2014).

We performed near-TIRF imaging at 19–21#C on an inverted Nikon Ti-E N-Storm microscope, equipped with motorized TIRF
illuminator, Apo TIRF 100x Oil-immersion DIC N2 objective (Nikon) with 1.49–numerical aperture (NA), and PFS-S Perfect Focus
unit (Nikon). Laser illumination at 488 nm and 561 nm from 300 mW solid-state sapphire laser (Coherent) was set at 30% of maximal
power and delivered by fiber optics to the TIRF illuminator. Images were magnified by a 1.53 lens and collected on an Andor iXon
Ultra DU-897 EMCCD camera, yielding a pixel size of 107 nm.

We controlled laser illumination angle and intensity and image acquisition usingNIS Elements software (Nikon). For all experiments,
we set the laser illumination angle to a standard value that was chosen empirically to approximately maximize signal intensity while
maintaining even illumination across the field of view. For all SPT experiments, we collected images in streaming mode with
continuous illumination at 15–60% laser intensity (100% z 1.6 mW$mm!2) with 50 ms exposures to achieve frame rates of 20
frames/s.

Tuning GFP levels to achieve single-molecule densities
The quasi-steady-state densities observed during imaging depend on the initial (unobserved) densities, photobleaching rates and the
intrinsic exchange kinetics of the target molecule (see main text and below). We thus determined the appropriate initial densities
empirically for a given strain and experiment. We achieved these initial densities by using two methods as previously described
(Robin et al., 2014). For SWG282 (CYK-1::GFP over-expression), we used RNAi directed against the GFP sequence to deplete
the pool of GFP-tagged proteins. RNAi against maternal proteins typically yields an exponential decrease in the maternal protein
with time of exposure (Oegema and Hyman, 2006). We controlled the degree of depletion by synchronizing larvae and sampling em-
bryos at different times after the initiation of feeding to identify times at which discrete diffraction-limited speckles were observed at
the cell surface. The optimal time was relatively consistent across experiments for a given strain and varied from 12–36 h depending
on transgene expression levels and relative abundance at the cell surface vs. cytoplasm. To fine-tune density levels, we used brief
(<10 s) pulses in epi-illumination mode at high laser power until adequate density was reached (Robin et al., 2014).

Drug perfusion experiments
For exposing embryos to 10 mM of Latrunculin A (Sigma L5163) or to 10 mg/mL of Nocodazole (Sigma M1404) in Egg Salts buffer
during image acquisition, we used wider coverslips (22 mm x 30 mm) so that a perfusion chamber is formed between coverslip
and slide, and the coverslip passes about 3 mm from the side of the slide. On the inverted microscope, this outer side of coverslip
helps as support to able to deposit the perfusion volume as a drop (4 mL) while imaging. The drug solution likewise perfused by
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capillarity between slide and coverslip exposes the embryos to the drug instantly. The perfusion timepoint is visible in the
corresponding movies as a brief brightfield illumination and used as a reference during analysis.

Assessing potential adversary effects of compression, laser exposure and GFP fusion
We followed experimental procedures as previously tested (Robin et al., 2014). Using photobleaching to reduce GFP-tagged protein
levels from full to single-molecule levels in one step resulted in arrested development. However, the laser exposure required to fine-
tune densities by photobleaching, or that occurring during single-molecule imaging, did not cause embryos to arrest. In all of our
single-molecule imaging experiments, we verified that embryos initiated and completed cytokinesis with normal timing or, in the
case of nocodazole treated embryos multiple nuclei were present in the cell. To confirm that no adverse effects on population
dynamics were associated with GFP fusion in the CYK-1::GFP CRISPR strain, we also used a CYK-1::mNeon CRISPR fusion to
confirm our results (data not shown, strain available upon request).

Single-molecule detection and tracking
Weused a publicly availableMatlab implementation of the Crocker-Grier algorithm for single-particle detection and tracking (Pelletier
et al., 2009; Crocker and Grier, 1996). In brief, the Crocker-Grier method localizes particles to subpixel resolution in individual frames
by fitting local intensity peaks to a Gaussian point spread function. The two key detection parameters—peak and mean intensity of
the candidate particles—are adjusted empirically for given imaging conditions using a graphical user interface. The particles are then
linked frame to frame by minimizing the global displacement across all particles, given a user-chosen cutoff value for maximum
particle displacement. A second parameter, the gap size, allows the possibility of ignoring ’gaps’ in a trajectory due to transient
failures to detect particles. These transient failures occur mainly because motion blur causes the particle intensity to fall transiently
below the detection threshold.

Computing mean squared displacement (MSD) and alpha parameter
To explore particle dynamics, and we first computed the MSD. We first selected tracks of length larger than 15 times points, or
750ms, then computed the MSD at time intervals ranging from 50 ms to the duration of the track divided by 2.5. We then performed
a linear fit on the logarithm of the MSD for tau < 300 ms (or 6 =15/2.5 frames, thus ensuring a ‘‘coverage’’ of the MSD of "2.5-fold
(meaning that, at maximal Tau, each measure of the MSD was sampled independently at least 2.5 times, thus minimizing measure-
ment errors). Experimentally, after 750ms, superdiffusive particles had traveled on the order of"900 nm, or"9 pixels, comparedwith
a localization resolution "60 nm under our imaging conditions.

Estimating in vivo actin assembly parameters
To estimate actin concentration, we assumed that elongation rates scale linearly with actin concentration, and used previously
measured peak elongation rates of "60 monomers$s–1, at 1.5 mM ATP-Actin in presence of 4 mM profilin (Neidt et al., 2009; Neidt
et al., 2008).
To infer filament length, we made the following assumptions:

1. actin monomers display simple mono-exponential half-life at the cortex,
2. actin monomers display a half-life measured by tracking and smPReSS of 0.08-0.15 s (Robin et al., 2014; Michaux et al., 2018),
3. elongating formins display simple mono-exponential half-life at the filament barbed end,
4. elongating formins display a half-life measured by smPReSS of "0.11 s (Figure 2D).

Under these assumptions, we consider solely actin filaments assembled by formins. From the perspective of an actin monomer at
the time of disassembly, two options are possible:

(1) the monomer disassembles while the formin is still elongating,
(2) the formin unbinds and elongation stops before the monomer disassembles.

The ‘‘effective’’ elongation time of the formin on the filament is then the minimum value between (1) and (2). If actin lifetime and
formin mediated actin-filament elongation time have independent exponential distributions of parameters 1=tactin and 1= tformin,
then theminimumbetween the two values also has exponential distribution of parameter 1=tfilament = 1=tactin + 1=tformin. Under these
conditions, the length of the elongated filament is:

L filament = Velongation 3 tfilament =
Velongation!
1

tactin
+ 1

tformin

"

Formin speed measurement analysis
We performed single-molecule imaging as described previously. We mounted the embryos between glass slides with squares wells
of 20 mm thick Epoxy and #1.5 coverslips (170 mm thick) in 2.5 mL of 0.22 mm filtered water with 15.4 mm polystyrene beads. We
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imaged single molecules using 50%of 90mWof 488 nm laser, 50ms of exposure, no delay between frames, using Photometrics 95B
prime 22 mm sCMOS camera. Laser angle was set to 65#. Room temperature maintained between 19 and 20.5#C. After acquisition,
we averaged two consecutive frames, in order to achieve 10 frames per second using ImageJ software (NIH Image, Bethesda, MD).
We usedMatlab implementation of the Crocker-Grier algorithm (Crocker and Grier, 1996) by the Kilfoil lab for single-particle tracking.
We selectedmanually a ROI to exclude tracks from residual particles outside the cell for each stage: whole embryo for one-cell stage,
anterior (AB) cell for two-cell stage, posterior AB daughter cell (ABp) for four-cell stage. Each stage was separated into three phases
based on observed cortical dynamics: interphase (pulsed contractions at the cortex); mitosis (cortex ‘‘stable’’ with no identifiable
pulsed contractions); and cytokinesis (visualized by cleavage furrow assembly).

Subsequent image analysis was performed inMatlab.We selected the trajectories based on their anomalous diffusion coefficientD
and scaling exponents a. Tracks were classified as subdiffusive and superdiffusive, and selected specifically superdiffusive trajec-
tories. In order to calculate the velocity only during elongation of actin filaments, we performed a second selection to exclude tracks
displaying multiple behaviors during their lifetime (due to switches between subdiffusive and superdiffusive) and retained tracks dis-
playing exclusively superdiffusive behavior. Finally, we screened individual trajectories manually to retain tracks that were closer to a
line to avoid skewing our estimates of particle speed.

Two-color imaging microscopy
Weperformed single-molecule imaging as described previously. Acquisitions were performedwith the Andor iXon 897 EMCCD cam-
era. We imaged at 30% of 90 mW for 488 nm and 561 nm, with 50 ms exposure and no delay between frames (100 ms between two
successive frames of the same channel). After acquisition, we averaged five consecutive frames, in order to achieve 2 frames per
second using ImageJ. Pulsed contractions were selected manually and data from the intensity profile of a line drawn through the
pulse is collected in a single frame. 3 pulses per embryo in 6 embryos (total of 18) were analyzed in Matlab (R2018a version). Inten-
sities are smoothened and normalized with the local maximum value set to 1 and the immediately preceding minimum set to 0. To
compare local accumulations of GFP fusions with Myosin (Figures 3A–3E), we defined the peak Myosin intensity as the point of
maximal intensity in the red channel (Myosin, NMY-2::mKate2) in a cross-section through the pulse, and aligned spatially our collec-
tion of pulses based on the red channel. The information on the spatial alignment was subsequently propagated to the intensity data
of the green channel (Formin, RhoA, and ROCK) to compare how the intensity in the two channels correlate spatially in our pulse
collection. Intensity valued was smoothened through a rectangular window (size 3).

Tracking of individual pulses of CYK-1::GFP
We used a semi-automatic approach to identify and follow CYK-1 pulses during the two-cell stage interphase, in the anterior blas-
tomere. We manually identified isolated pulses and drew a ROI over the surface of each pulse (about 6 mm in diameter), at about 5
frames beforemaximum contraction of the area can be detected. The ROI was then automatically propagated in time before and after
t0, and alsowe designed aMatlab script (STARMethods) allowing to adapt automatically the surface of the ROI in order to include the
full trajectory of particles appearing within the ROI. To eliminate drift of the ROI associated with cortical flows, independently of
CYK-1 mobility within the pulse area, we used a dedrifting routine on each particle based on the displacement of its neighbors.
This was important for mobility analysis as particles registered with a global drift—and therefore displaying a persistent directional
motion—would otherwise register as superdiffusive.

Single particles tracking and pulse analysis pipeline in Matlab
We designed an analysis pipeline based on Matlab scripts (STAR Methods, code available upon request) that includes CYK-1::GFP
particles detection and tracking, reduction to the surface of the embryo and the AB cell, de-drifting of the trajectories and MSD
analysis for segregation in different mobility populations (mainly superdiffusive CYK-1 vs. subdiffusive CYK-1). The further step is
to intersect the matrix of all these trajectories with the specific ROI of each pulse. The final step is to normalize and align all the pulses
(number of particles in time) with respect to their maximum and the minimum number of particles before, then to measure the angle
orientation of every vector formed by the trajectories with respect to the center of the ROI.

Numerical simulation of formin local recruitment
We used MATLAB to compute a 2D simulation of local formin activation and actin filament elongation. Pulses were spatially and
temporally distributed in an embryo’s shaped mask in a random manner. Pulse were defined by a fixed 5x5 mm window (100x100
pixels) and a 20 s time window (400 frames). Pulses could not overlap in time and space. Using experimental data, density of formin
recruitment, position around the center of the formin accumulating region and kinetics of recruitment could be computed in each
pulse. We added 0.01 formins recruitment /mm2/frame all over the embryo mask (independent of pulses generation) corresponding
to the formin recruitment rate observed in areas away from a pulse. According to experimental data, 80% of the formin recruited were
assigned to be subdiffusive while 20% of them were assigned superdiffusive. Since we aimed to study superdiffusive particles, we
approximate sub-diffusive and diffusive particles as a unique population of immobile particles. Each position of superdiffusive tracks
were computed using the following sequence. The length of the step Rn was picked in a normal distribution whosemean is 1.23 mm/s
and standard deviation is 0.30 mm/s (values extracted from experimental data). The orientation qn of the step was calculated
assuming a persistent length PL of 15mm (close to the actin persistence length, (Howard, 2001)).
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qn+1 = qn +X3 cos! 1
!
e
! R

2,PL

"
with X/N ð0;1Þ

Length of track were assigned using the distribution of track length for sub-diffusive and super-diffusive particles, respectively.
Simulated data were analyzed using the same methods as experimental data.

Overview of the computational model of actomyosin networks mechanics
For simulations of actomyosin networks in this study, we used a well-established agent-based model of actomyosin networks based
on the Langevin equation (J. Li et al., 2017; Jung et al., 2015; T. Kim et al., 2009; Mak et al., 2016). The detailed descriptions about the
model and all parameters used in the model are explained in Supplementary Text and Table S1. In the model, actin filament (F-actin),
motor, and ACP are coarse-grained using cylindrical segments (Figure S7A). The x, y and z positions of all the cylindrical segments
are updated by the Langevin equation for Brownian dynamics. Deterministic forces in the Langevin equation include bending and
extensional forces that maintain equilibrium angles formed by segments and the equilibrium lengths of segments, respectively, as
well as a repulsive force acting between neighboring pairs of segments for considering volume-exclusion effects between
F-actins. Due to the repulsive force, F-actins push away from each other if they overlap in space.
The formation of F-actin is initiated by a nucleation event, followed by polymerization at the barbed end and depolymerization at the

pointed end. ACPs bind to F-actin without preference for cross-linking angles at a constant rate and also unbind from F-actin at a
force-dependent rate determined by Bell’s law (G. I. Bell, 1978). Each arm of motors binds to F-actin at a constant rate, and it
then walks toward the barbed end of F-actin or unbinds from F-actin at force-dependent rates determined by the parallel cluster
model (Erdmann et al., 2013; Erdmann and Schwarz, 2012). For all simulations in this study, we used a thin computational domain
(20 mm320 mm30.1 mm)with periodic boundary conditions only in x and y directions (Figure S7B). In z direction, the boundaries of the
domain exert repulsive forces on elements that moved beyond the boundaries. At the beginning of each simulation, a thin actin
network is formed via self-assembly of F-actin and ACP.
For implementing RhoA activation, the domain is divided into 16 subdomains (434 in x and y directions). Every 30 s, one of the

subdomains is randomly selected and then activated. In the activated subdomain, a fraction of the barbed ends of F-actins are
randomly chosen and then undergo faster polymerization by a factor, rf, for the duration of tf. With the reference values of rf = 10
and tf = 10 s, F-actins are elongated by"10 mm on average. For each simulation condition, five simulation runs are performed. After
the time delay of dM, motors in the activated subdomain are allowed to self-assemble into thick filament structures for the duration of
tM. The reference values of dM and tM are 5 s and 15 s, respectively. These active motors in the form of thick filaments can contract
the part of the network in the activated subdomain. Once they become inactive after tM, themotors are disassembled intomonomers
that cannot bind to F-actin.
The code used in this study has been deposited at Zenodo and is publicly available with https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6486924.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification and statistical analysis are provided in the corresponding figure legends, Tables S1 and S2. Additional information is
provided below for Figure 2.
Formin speedmeasurement statistical analysis (Figure 2): 23 to 40 tracks per embryo were selected. Normal distributions were

verified. Two-sample Student tests (t-tests) were performed to measure the significance of the difference in speed between each
stage and phase. *** means p < 0.001, ** means p < 0.01, ns: non-significant.
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Figure S1
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Figure S1. Early Effect of LatrunculinA on CYK-1 Formins at the Cell Cortex. Related to 
Figure 1. (A) Number of superdiffusive and subdiffusive formins before and after treatment. (B) 
Fraction of superdiffusive formins before and after treatment. 3 different 2-c stage embryos 
permeabilized with Perm-1 RNAi, and treated with LatrunculinA 10µm, were analysed for the 
quantity and the mobility of the formins at 20s post drug perfusion, and compared to the 10 s 
before status of the respective embryo. Results are pooled among embryos. (C) Still images with 
Running Projections of 10 frames made out of averaged movies (3 frames AVG) so that elongating 
formins appear as lines (see inlets on the left hand) and immobile formins as dots (see inlets on the 
right hand). The horizontal regions indicate the timing with respect to the treatement with 
LatrunculinA. Notice that during early time (20s after treatement) elongating formins are still 
present and well visible. However, after 90s (the time of the analysis of different populations from 
Figure 1E) there are no more elongating formins visible at the cortex. (D-G) Mean-square 
displacement against lag time (MSD), detailing individual mobility populations of CYK-1 from 
Figure 1C (same data set). Slope curve reports on the anomalous diffusion exponent. Particles with 
anomalous diffusion exponent larger than 1.2 in green, between 0.8 and 1.2 in blue, and smaller 
than 0.8 in red. Pure superdiffusive corresponds to α = 2 (green dashed), pure diffusive α = 1 (blue 
dashed), and immobile (orange dashed). Detected mobilities correspond to different classes of 
behaviors. Superdiffusive display a characteristic ballistic motion (green, top panel), while 
subdiffusive particles appear immobile in the cortex (red, bottom). (D) All 3 populations 
superposed like in Figure 1C. (E, F, G) Display of trajectories from the individual populations. 
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Figure S2. Ratio of superdiffusives formins in total population depending on cell cycle 
phase and the developmental stage. Related to Figure 2. 5 to 6 individual embryos carrying 
CYK-1::GFP overexpression per condition. 3 individual, same size ROI of at 3 distinct timepoints 
per embryo, using 1 s running projection to manually identify superdiffusive formins. 
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Figure S3. Comparative localizations of ROCK/LET-502, RhoA biosensor and 
Formin/CYK-1. Related to Figure 3. (A) Mean of spatial normalized intensity of RhoA 
biosensor (solid green, AHPH::GFP) and Myosin II (solid red, NMY-2::mKate2 at endogenous 
locus) density profile across pulses. Shades: std from 50 pulses from 10 embryos. (B) Mean of 
spatial normalized intensity of ROCK (solid green, GFP::LET-502 at endogenous locus) and 
Myosin II (solid red, NMY-2::mKate2 at endogenous locus) density profile across pulses. Shades: 
std from 50 pulses from 10 embryos. (C) Merged results from (A, B). (D) Kymograph of 
Actin::GFP at single-molecule levels with NMY-2::mKate illustrating the contraction of the 
network during pulsed contractions. Region of interested is displayed dynamically in Movie S5. (E, 
G, I) Kymograph showing RhoA (GFP::AHPH (E)) or ROCK (GFP::LET-502 (G)) or Formin 
(CYK-1::GFP (I)) and Myosin (NMY-2::mKate2) pulsed contractions at the cortex of 2-cell stage 
C. elegans embryo during interphase. (F, H, J) Time-lapse of an individual pulsed contraction of 
NMY-2::mKate2 in the red channel (magenta) and RhoA (GFP::AHPH, panel F-F’’’), ROCK 
(GFP::LET-502, panel H-H’’’) or Formin (CYK-1::GFP, panel J-J’’’) in the green channel and at 
the cortex of 2-cell stage C. elegans embryo during interphase. Below time-lapses: examples of 
representative individual pulses and the corresponding intensity profile, grey solid vertical line: 
center used for alignment in Fig. 3A-E and Fig. S4A-C. Black square: time frame picked to measure 
the intensity profile. White dashed line: instance of line used for the measurements presented in 
Fig. 3A-E and Fig. S4A-C.  
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Figure S4. Sorting and timing distinct populations of the formin CYK-1 reveals the kinetic 
signature of formin accumulation during pulsed contractions. Related to Figure 3. (A) 
Activation cascade of the formin CYK-1 by RhoA. (B) 3D histogram of step displacement with 
respect to the orientation of the previous step of the particle trajectory. Steps are taken of over 7 
frames (350 ms). The histogram shows a large peak in zero, and a second additional peak around 
3.5 pixels forward. (C) Distribution of angles of the steps in (B). (D) Distribution of step size, 
showing a merged but discernibly bimodal distribution of step sizes. (E) Automated classification 
of steps in (B) in 3 classes by 2-d gaussian fitting. Red: small/subdiffusive steps. Blue: large steps 
in the same direction as the previous step, corresponding to the second peak discussed in (B). 
Green: non-directional step, corresponding to formins changing course, or initiating elongation. 
(F) Temporal dynamics of the various step classes during a pulse, akin to Fig. 3A-C, but based on 
individual steps instead of whole trajectories. Green, red and blue as in (E). Note that Green and 
Blue curves, representing two classes of large steps (directional and non-directional) present similar 
temporal dynamics. (G) Temporal dynamics of subdiffusive steps vs “large steps”/superdiffusive 
steps. Dark green: merger of both classes of large steps (green and blue above). Red: 
small/subdiffusive steps. (H, I) Cross-correlation between the different populations of steps, and 
measured lags between these populations. Subdiffusive formins arrive ~2.7 s after superdiffusive 
(large steps) formins. Insets show an enlarged view of the peak region. 
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Figure S5. Mathematical simulation of a barbed end depletion model – a detailed view. 
Related to Figure 4.  (A) Biochemical scheme for formin recruitment, activation and formation 
of a complex with barbed ends. Right panel compares function to simulate the temporal dynamics 
of RhoA recruitment with corresponding experimental observation. We measured the intensity of 
RhoA during a series of 3 consecutive pulsed contraction (red curve), and compared the dynamics 
with the waveform used to simulate pulsed contractions sin6(π.t/30). Numerical simulations results 
proved robust to the specific waveform used with respect to the main conclusions. (B) An example 
of the evolution formin populations during a series of 3 pulses on the same graph. Cyan: Barbed 
ends, red: Recruited formins, purple: elongating formins. (C-E) Same as Fig. 4A-C, provided for 
reference for (F-H). (C) Temporal dynamics of recruited formins during a sequence of 3 pulses. 
Red: Recruited formins. (D) Same, with elongating formins (purple: elongating formins, light red: 
recruited formins). Recruited formins accumulate after elongating formins. (E) Temporal 
dynamics of barbed ends (Cyan: barbed ends, light red: recruited formins). (F) Sources and sinks 
affecting formin concentration are represented with a color code. Total derivative is presented in 
black, the positive contribution (production) and negative contribution (conversion) as described 
in the figure. (G, H) Same as (F) for the concentration of elongating formins (G) and barbed ends 
(H).  
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Figure S6.  Simulated CYK-1 formin trajectories display similar polar orientation (barbed 
ends pointing out) during pulsed contractions, as measured in real embryos. Related to 
Figure 5. (A)  Cartoon of a considered region of pulsed accumulation of formins, two examples 
of trajectories are drawn with the measured angle of the tangent from the center of the region to 
the vector of each particle in every position: green formin is directed outwards meanwhile blue 
formin is directed towards the center of the formin pulse. (B) The pulsed contraction region is 
separated in concentric circular regions that have the same surface. The radius of each circular 
region is indicated. (C) Measure of the angle for two formin trajectories is performed with respect 
to the center of the formin pulse and the local orientation of the formin trajectory. The green track 
(θ ~ 25°) is oriented with the barbed end of the filament pointing away from the center of the 
formin pulse, while the blue track (θ ~ 170°) is oriented towards the center of the formin pulse. 
(D) All the measured angles of trajectories within a circular region from the pulsed contraction are 
displayed as distributions on 180° polar plots. (E) Measured angles of formins trajectories in pulsed 
contractions from real embryos, with respect to a spatial coordinate (horizontal) and a time 
coordinate (vertical) of the pulsed accumulation. The vertical red curves display the accumulation 
of formin particles for each pulse. All pulses are aligned at 45% ratio between minimum and 
maximum, at time 0, and we signal this time with a horizontal dashed line. Dataset is the same as 
Fig. 5. The regions around the pulse, and when pulse intensity is high (dashed black box), display 
a distribution skewed towards 0, showing that the orientation of the formins point outwards of the 
pulse region. (F) Similar analysis as in (E), with simulated formin tracks based on formin kinetics 
extracted from measurements in real embryos (see Methods section for details). (G) Mechanistic 
model of actin filament orientation during pulsed contractions. Experiments performed on strain 
over-expressing CYK-1 fused with GFP, and GFP density was reduced using RNAi against GFP, 
through feeding – see methods.  
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Figure S7. Numerical simulation of the mechanics of actomyosin networks during pulsed 
contractions. Related to Figure 6. (A) Agent-based model for simulating actomyosin networks. 
Actin (red), actin cross-linking protein (ACP), and motor (green) are simplified by cylindrical 
segments. Spring and bending forces with stiffness (ϰ’s) maintain equilibrium lengths and angles, 
respectively. (B) Activation scheme of myosin and formins during pulsed contractions. (C) An 
example showing the extent of myosin contraction measured in three different activated regions. 
(D) Boxplot showing the distribution of tensile forces acting on fast elongating actin filaments 
(left) and slow elongating filaments (right) in the control condition. (E) The average of the 
maximum values of the motor contraction shown in (C) as a function of the fraction of quickly 
elongating filaments. 
  



Single Particle Tracking (SPT) using a 2 step algorithm from Maria Kilfoil Lab
a. Mpretrack function for particle detection per frame => generates MT matrix
b. Fancytrack function for generating particle tracks acros frames  => generates Res matrix
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Figure S8. Flowchart of image analysis pipeline for measuring formin trajectories mobility 
and their orientation during pulsed accumulations at the cortex. Related to STAR 
Methods. All 9 steps are organized as code sections that include single particle tracking (SPT) 
using a previously published algorithm (Pelletier et al, 2009). Data is further on managed as a 
matrix, throughout further processing steps: (1) elimination of particles outside the cell cortex, (2) 
correction of the drift and the MSD analysis (3) separation of the different mobility classes of 
formins: superdiffusive/ballistic (active formins), subdiffusive/confined (activated formins). 
Short-lived and subdiffusive particles serve as support to define the adaptive region of interest 
(ROI) corresponding to each pulsed accumulation region of formins. Pulses are then aligned in 
time with respect to the threshold ratio between minimum (before) and the maximum number of 
particles during the pulse, set at 45%.  This analysis sets the stage for synchronizing across pulses 
the time sequences of arrival of the different formin populations at the cell cortex. A second script 
is used to measure the orientation angle between (1) the displacement vector of the active formins 
and (2) a vector starting at the center of the ROI/pulse and ending on the starting point of 
displacement. To select superdiffusive tracks and account for shifts between superdiffusive and 
subdiffusive behavior, we first selected superdiffusive tracks based on α, then for each timepoint 
in these tracks, we computed the ratio between start-to-end distance and travelled distance –
equivalent to a straightness coefficient– over the 5 surrounding frames, and validated track regions 
for which the ratio was larger than an empirically determined threshold of 0.7 for more than 5 
consecutive frames (250ms). Results are printed as rose plot using circular statistics toolbox 
(Berens, 2009). Images used in this analysis pipeline were obtained by near-TIRF microscopy at 
continuous 20 fps stream for 6000 frames, 16-bit, 512x512 pixels, saved as individual image 
sequences, and directly processed by the Matlab routine at the first step of the pipeline. 
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Table S1. Quantitative information describing the boxplots displayed in Fig. 2A-B, mean 
and std, values for median, high and low notch that are displayed on the boxplot. 
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Table S2. p-values for all statistical test performed on the data, y = yes. Paired sample t-
test only performed when embryos have been captured and used for 2 stages, e.g. the 
samples are not independent. 

 
 



Strain name Genotype Source

N2 Wild-type Bristol strain CGC

EM302
mgSi5[cb-UNC-119 (+) GFP::ANI-1(AH+PH)]II; nmy-2(cp52[nmy-2::mKate2 + unc-119(+)]) I; unc-

119(ed3) III
Michaux et al, 2018

FBR104 cyk-1(jme06[cyk-1::mNeon])III This study

FBR106 cyk-1(jme06[cyk-1::mNeon])III; gesIs001[Pmex-5::Lifeact::mKate::nmy-2UTR, unc-119+] This study

FBR160 cyk-1(jme14[cyk-1::eGFP])III This study

FBR175 cyk-1(jme14[cyk-1::eGFP])III; nmy-2(cp52[nmy-2::mKate2 + unc-119(+)]) I; unc-119(ed3) III This study

JH1541 unc-119(ed4); pJH7.03 [unc-119; pie-1:GFP:actin�pie-1 3′ UTR] Courtesy of G. Seydoux

LP229 nmy-2(cp52[nmy-2::mKate2 + LoxP unc-119(+) LoxP]) I; unc-119 (ed3) III Dickinson et al, 2017

SWG001 gesIs001[Pmex-5::Lifeact::mKate::nmy-2UTR, unc-119+] Reyman et al, 2016

SWG282 gesIs008[Pcyk-1::CYK-1::GFP::cyk-1UTR, unc-119+] This study
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Table S4. List of parameters employed in the model. For some of the parameters, references are 
provided if the parameters were determined based on specific previous studies. 

Symbol Definition Value 
r0,A Length of an actin segment 1.4×10-7 [m]  
rc,A Diameter of an actin segment 7.0×10-9 [m] (Kishino and Yanagida, 1988) 
θ0,A Bending angle formed by adjacent actin segments 0 [rad]  
κs,A Extensional stiffness of F-actin 1.69×10-2 [N/m]  
κb,A Bending stiffness of F-actin 2.64×10-19 [N·m] (Isambert et al, 1995) 

r0,ACP Length of an ACP arm 2.35×10-8 [m] (Meyer and Aebi, 1990) 
rc,ACP Diameter of an ACP arm 1.0×10-8 [m]  
θ0,ACP Bending angle formed by two ACP arms 0 [rad]  
κs,ACP Extensional stiffness of ACP 2.0×10-3 [N/m]  
κb,ACP Bending stiffness of ACP  1.04×10-19 [N·m]  
r0,M1 Length of a motor backbone segment 4.2×10-8 [m]  
r0,M2 Length of a motor arm 1.35×10-8 [m]  
rc,M Diameter of a motor arm 1.0×10-8 [m]  
θ0,M Bending angle formed by motor backbone segments  0 [rad]  
κs,M1 Extensional stiffness of a motor backbone 1.69×10-2 [N/m] 
κs,M2 Extensional stiffness 1 of a motor arm 1.0×10-3 [N/m] 
κs,M3 Extensional stiffness 2 of a motor arm 1.0×10-3 [N/m] 
κb,M Bending stiffness of a motor backbone 5.07×10-18 [N·m]  
Nh Number of heads represented by a motor arm 4 
Na Number of arms per motor 8 
kn,A Nucleation rate of actin 0.001 [μM-1s-1] 
kp,A Polymerization rate of actin at the barbed end 5 [μM-1s-1] 
kd,A Depolymerization rate of actin at the pointed end 50 [s-1] 

0
u,ACPk  Zero-force unbinding rate constant of ACP 0.115 [s-1] (Ferrer et al, 2008) 

xu,ACP Sensitivity of ACP unbinding to applied force 1.04×10-10 [m] (Ferrer et al, 2008) 
κr Strength of repulsive force 1.69×10-3 [N/m] 
Δt Time step 1.15×10-5 [s] 
μ Viscosity of surrounding medium 8.6×10-1 [kg/m·s] 

kBT Thermal energy 4.142×10-21 [J] 
CA Actin concentration 200 [μM] 
RM Ratio of myosin concentration to CA 0.08 

RACP Ratio of ACP concentration to CA 0.01 
<Lf> Average length of F-actins  ~1 [μm] 
ρf Enhancement factor for faster actin polymerization 10 
τf Duration of faster actin polymerization 10 s 
dM Time delay of myosin activation 5 s 
τM Duration of myosin activation 15 s 

 



Table S5. Sequence information regarding endogenous cyk-1::GFP CRISPR knock-in. 
Related to STAR Methods. 
  



Table S5. Sequence information regarding endogenous cyk-1::GFP CRISPR knock-in.  

cyk-1(wild-type), with 500 bp flanks, Stop codon is highlighted 
in RED and bolded 

GAAGACTTGGAGGAGGACTTGATCGGCAAAGATCACGACATCAGAATGCTTTGGGTCAGCTT
CAAGATCTCACTGGCTGCGCATCGGAACCGGTTCTTTCCGGACAGTTTGCTCGATCACGCAA
CGTTCCTCAAAATGATCTGCAACGACAAAATATGGAACTTCCATCATCAGTAAAACCAACAA
CGGCGCTTGATAGGGCTAAAGCATTTGGAGTTGGATTGCCGATTGGTCAGAATGAGCTCAAA
GTTCGAGTGAGAAGGAAAGGGCAACCAGCTGTTCCAgttacggtaacatattttatatgtgg
aaacttttcgaaatttaactttcagAATATCAATGGAACATCGCAAATCTCACCAACGCACA
AAGAAAACGATCCGACGGGTTCCTCGTCAACTTCATCTGGTCCTGCATCATCAAACACGGCT
ACATCATCATCATCAGGCACAGTGGTGCCATCAACAGACGATCTTCTCGCACGTCTTAATGA
TTTCTGAaagctcacatcggttgtcttatctatagatctagtcattctccgtctctattttt
tctgtattattgccacatttttcatactttaattgtcattcacagggtccctcttctcgttc
catttcaattgctcgttgtattttcatcagttcacttttcctttctattttctttaggtaaa
tattttgagtttaaaaacgattttatttttattgacatggaacacaggcatactttacccga
gacattcaaaagtgaaatagaagaaatgcattagatgagctgaattcgtagtgtaagtgcac
gagacaatgcttcgtcggataccagtatttcttcgccatcgctaacaagatctttcatcgaa
gtatgcagattttctttgctttcttgttcaaattgtggcatgaaactgctaatacagtaaag
ttttcgagttgaggtcgctagtgtcggatgtttgagatggctgaaatttgaaatttgttttc
taaaacaaacg 

SG sequence with PAM 

Silent mutation incorporated region  

 

 

 

cyk-1 Repair template(GFP knock-in at c-terminal before stop 
codon), with 500 bp flanks, Stop codon is highlighted in RED and 
bolded 

GAAGACTTGGAGGAGGACTTGATCGGCAAAGATCACGACATCAGAATGCTTTGGGTCAGCTT
CAAGATCTCACTGGCTGCGCATCGGAACCGGTTCTTTCCGGACAGTTTGCTCGATCACGCAA
CGTTCCTCAAAATGATCTGCAACGACAAAATATGGAACTTCCATCATCAGTAAAACCAACAA
CGGCGCTTGATAGGGCTAAAGCATTTGGAGTTGGATTGCCGATTGGTCAGAATGAGCTCAAA
GTTCGAGTGAGAAGGAAAGGGCAACCAGCTGTTCCAgttacggtaacatattttatatgtgg
aaacttttcgaaatttaactttcagAATATCAATGGAACATCGCAAATCTCACCAACGCACA
AAGAAAACGATCCGACGGGTTCCTCGTCAACTTCATCTGGTCCTGCATCATCAAACACGGCT
ACATCATCATCATCAGGCACAGTCGTACCTTCTACTGATGATTTATTGGCTAGACTTAACGA
CTTTACCAGTGGTAGCGGCTCCAAGGGAGAGGAGCTCTTCACCGGAGTCGTCCCAATCCTCG
TCGAGCTCGACGGAGACGTCAACGGACACAAGTTCTCCGTCTCAGGAGAGGGAGAGGGAGAC
GCCACCTACGGAAAGCTCACCCTCAAGTTCATCTGCACCACCGGAAAGCTCCCAGTCCCATG
GCCAACCCTCGTCACCACCTTCACTTACGGAGTCCAATGCTTCTCCCGTTACCCAGACCACA
TGAAGCGTCACGACTTCTTCAAGTCCGCCATGCCAGAGGGATACGTCCAAGAGCGTACCATC
TTCTTCAAGgtaagtttaaacattaattaatactaactaaccctgattatttaaattttcag



GACGACGGAAACTACAAGACCCGTGCCGAGGTCAAGTTCGAGGGAGACACCCTCGTCAACCG
TATCGAGCTCAAGgtaagtttaaacagttcggtactaactaaccatacatatttaaattttc
agGGAATCGACTTCAAGGAGGACGGAAACATCCTCGGACACAAGCTCGAATACAACTACAAC
TCCCACAACGTCTACATCATGGCCGACAAGCAAAAGAACGGAATCAAGGTCAACTTCAAGgt
aagtttaaacatgattttactaactaactaatctgatttaaattttcagATCCGTCACAACA
TCGAGGACGGATCTGTCCAACTCGCCGACCACTACCAACAAAACACCCCAATCGGAGACGGA
CCAGTCCTCCTCCCAGACAACCACTACCTCTCCACCCAATCCGCCCTCTCCAAGGACCCAAA
CGAGAAGCGTGACCACATGGTCCTCAAGGAGTTCGTCACCGCTGCCGGAATCACCCACGGAA
TGGACGAGCTCTACAAGTGAaagctcacatcggttgtcttatctatagatctagtcattctc
cgtctctattttttctgtattattgccacatttttcatactttaattgtcattcacagggtc
cctcttctcgttccatttcaattgctcgttgtattttcatcagttcacttttcctttctatt
ttctttaggtaaatattttgagtttaaaaacgattttatttttattgacatggaacacaggc
atactttacccgagacattcaaaagtgaaatagaagaaatgcattagatgagctgaattcgt
agtgtaagtgcacgagacaatgcttcgtcggataccagtatttcttcgccatcgctaacaag
atctttcatcgaagtatgcagattttctttgctttcttgttcaaattgtggcatgaaactgc
taatacagtaaagttttcgagttgaggtcgctagtgtcggatgtttgagatggctgaaattt
gaaatttgttttctaaaacaaacg 

SG sequence 

Silent mutation incorporated region in the repair template 

Linker sequence prior to GFP 

The GFP sequence is shown in Green 

Silent mutations are highlighted in Red with respect of wild-
type sequence, and incorporated in the repair template: 

 

 



METHODS S1: Description of the mathematical

model of formin recruitment kinetics, related to

Figure 4

1 A model to explore barbed ends dynamics in

vivo

1.1 Assumptions

The proposed model is based on the following set of assumptions:

1. RhoA activation activity is represented as a smooth periodic function

(sin6(!t),

2. inactive formins are activated by RhoA and recruited to the cortex, be-

coming “recruited”,

3. we considered CYK-1 formins are poor nucleators but good elongators in

our system, and therefore hypothesized that formins do not nucleate new

filaments (in vitro actin assembly yields ⇠1 new nucleated filament per

550 CYK-1 formin molecule at 2.5 µM actin and 2.5 µM profilin PFN-1,

Neidt:2008df)

4. once recruited at the cortex, formins bind to barbed ends through a tri-

molecular reaction to drive actin assembly, becoming “elongating”,

5. recruited formins unbind from the cortex to the cytoplasmic pool, (6)

elongating formins unbind from the cortex to the cytoplasmic pool.

1.2 Definitions

[CYK � 1recruited] : [CYK1⇤]

[CYK � 1elongating] : [CYK1⇤⇤]



[Barbedends] : [BE]

Period : T

1.3 Equations

d ([CYK1⇤])

dt
= k1 · sin6

0

@⇡t

T

1

A� k3 · [CYK1⇤]� 2⇥ k4 · [CYK1⇤]2 · [BE] (1)

d ([CYK1⇤⇤])

dt
= k4 · [CYK1⇤]2 · [BE]� k2 · [CYK1⇤⇤] (2)

d ([BE])

dt
= �k4 · [CYK1⇤]2 · [BE] + k5 � k6 · [BE] (3)

1.4 Origin of the terms

d ([CYK1⇤])

dt
= k1 · sin6

0

@⇡t

T

1

A� k3 · [CYK1⇤]� 2⇥ k4 · [CYK1⇤]2 · [BE] (4)

The first term describes the pulse activation by Rho, which is transient

and has a period of ⇠30s. An empirical comparison of this waveform with

actual RhoA dynamics is provided in Fig. S9.The second term describes

inactivation of the recruited species. The third term describes the conversion

from recruited to elongating species, as a trimolecular reaction, corresponding to

the assumption that cytoplasmic, inactive formins are monomeric and assemble

as dimers upon binding with barbed-ends. Recruited formins are not recycled

back from the elongating formin pool, as we considered they had left the location

of the pulse and were no longer available.

d ([CYK1⇤⇤])

dt
= k4 · [CYK1⇤]2 · [BE]� k2 · [CYK1⇤⇤] (5)

The first term equates the conversion from inactive to active species (third

term above), while the second term describes inactivation of the active species

which is not converted back to recruited but is instead inactivated in the cyto-

plasmic species.

d ([BE])

dt
= �k4 · [CYK1⇤]2 · [BE] + k5 � k6 · [BE] (6)

The first term corresponds to the conversion of free barbed ends. These

free barbed ends are likely to correspond to capped barbed ends: formins will

displace the equilibrium and replace capping proteins, due to their higher a�nity

for barbed ends compared to capping proteins (Neidt et al, 2008 ). The second



term corresponds to a low, continuous source/production of barbed ends. This

slow production of barbed ends could result from a combination of factors,

such as leaky free G-actin nucleation, or cofilin- or myosin II-mediated filament

severing. The third term corresponds to an inactivation of free barbed ends,

representing the disappearance of barbed ends after some time. A typical value

for that term will be on the order of magnitude of actin turnover rate (⇠ 0.1�
1 s�1). Barbed ends are not recycled back from the elongating formin pool,

as we considered they had left the location of the pulse and were no longer

available.

1.5 Numerical values of the kinetic parameters

Parameters used:
K(1) Production rate 30 (#/s)

K(2) Elongating formins inactivation rate 0.2000 (1/s)

K(3) Recruited formins inactivation rate 0.8000 (1/s)

K(4) Association rate of recruited formins with barbed ends 100 (1/s/#)

K(5) Free barbed-ends production rate 0.4500 (#/s)

K(6) Free barbed-ends destruction rate 0.0060 (1/s)
# has dimension of concentration or number of molecules



2 Formins and barbed ends in vivo: implication

of in vitro measurements

2.1 Rationale for quantitative approach based on in vitro

kinetics measurements

In the previous section, Fig. 4 and Fig. S2, we proposed a model to test

whether a free barbed end saturation mechanism that we were proposing could

prove compatible with the observed sequence of events. To this end, we based

our approach on observed cortical dynamics from single-molecule data, and

bypassed both measurements for specific steps of the reaction, and detailed

specifics of the di↵usion mechanisms (2D surface reaction kinetics, with a first

recruitment from a cytoplasmic pool, then a second recruitment directly from

a pre-recruited cortical pool). In particular, local concentrations and known

reactions constants considered exclusively within the cell cortex volume were

not explicitly discussed.

Below, using side-by-side in vitro kinetics measurements from the literature,

in vivo measurements, and estimations for concentrations, we show that formin

recruitment may shift the system between a state in which barbed ends are

limiting, at the peak of the pulse, and a state in which barbed ends locally

outnumber formins.

2.2 Definitions

[BarbedEnds] : [B]

[Formin] : [F ]

[BarbedEnds–ForminsComplex] : [BF ]

Barbed ends association rate with formin : kB+ , or simply k+

2.3 Initial conditions and conservation

Initial conditions:

[InitialBarbedEnds] : [B]0
[InitialFormin] : [F ]0

Conservation:

[B] + [BF ] = [B]0
[F ] + [BF ] = [F ]0



2.4 Basic chemical scheme

B+ E
k+��! ��
k–

BE

Given o↵-rates measured in vitro –and to get an explicit formulation of the

solution– we simplify the considered equation to a simple one-way reaction.

While this is compatible with rate measured in vitro, the full model presented

in the paper takes more empirical approach based on single-molecule measure-

ments.

B + E
k+��! BE

2.5 Equations

d ([BF ])

dt
= k+ · [B] · [F ] (7)

d ([BF ])

dt
= k+ · ([F ]0 � [BF ]) · ([B]0 � [BF ]) (8)

d ([BF ])

([B]0 � [BF ])
·

1

[F ]0 � [B]0
+

d ([BF ])

([F ]0 � [BF ])
·

1

[B]0 � [F ]0
= k+ · dt (9)

ln

0

@ ([B]0 � [BF ])

([F ]0 � [BF ])
·
[F ]0

[B]0

1

A = k+ · ([B]0 � [F ]0) · t (10)

[BF ] =
1� ek+·([B]0�[F ]0)·t

1

[B]0
�

ek+·([B]0�[F ]0)·t

[F ]0

(11)

2.6 Formin/barbed-ends kinetics expected from in vitro

data

We used previously measured values for kB+ , (Shekhar, Nat Comm, 2015, Fig S4):

kB+ = (29.1± 0.6) µM�1 s�1 (12)

We also defined the ”excess factor” alpha as:

[F ]0 = ↵ · [B]0 (13)



For barbed ends, this gives:

B = B0 ·
1�

1

↵

e�kB
+ ·(B0�F0)·t �

1

↵

(14)

Generally, as long as formins are in excess, the half life of barbed ends is

bounded such that:

ln (2)

kB+ · F0
 ⌧1/2 

1

kB+ · F0
(15)

We estimated formin concentrations from the total number of cortical molecules

(⇠ 104), divided by the C. elegans embryo volume (⇠40⇥ 103 µm3), yielding

an overall formin concentration of ⇠ 1 nM. Taking into account peak concen-

tration during pulsed contractions, which can concentrate formins more than

10-fold factor, formin concentrations could reach ⇠10 nM.
It is delicate to predict the e↵ect of the binding of RhoA and restriction of CYK-1 to the cell

surface on the on-rate of CYK-1. RhoA binding has two direct e↵ects that we can consider

consecutively. The first e↵ect is to couple the reaction to the cell surface. The second e↵ect

is to drive transient local changes in CYK-1 concentration.

The e↵ects of coupling reactions to the cell surface are complex –factors impacting the reaction

kinetics include in particular di↵usion kinetics and reduction of dimensionality– and have long

been discussed (Adam and Delbrück, Structural Chemistry and Molecular Biology, 1968, Burg

and Purcell, Biophys J, 1977, Axelrod and Wang, Biophys J, 1994, Kholodenko et al. Trends

in Cell Biol., 2000), with the underlying disputed idea that cell surface coupling may accelerate

biological reactions. How the binding to RhoA would a↵ect the on-rate of CYK-1 to scarce

barbed ends remains an open question, one way or another. Specifically, following Kholodenko

(Kholodenko et al. Trends in Cell Biol., 2000), the rate enhancement h of the reaction from

3D to 2D can be approximated by:

h = (0.02� 0.05) ·

0

@Dm

Dc

1

A ·

0

@ rcell

rprot

1

A (16)

with Dm the membrane di↵usion, Dc the cytoplasmic di↵usion, rcell the cell radius and rprot

the protein radius. We thus estimate that Dm/Dc ⇠ 10
�2

; in our biological system, we

estimate rcell ⇠15 µm and rprot ⇠5 nm, we find h ⇡ 0.6–1.5. This result supports the idea

that there is no intrinsic significant modulation of the reaction kinetics (specifically of the

binding rate) directly associated to RhoA-driven CYK-1 confinement to the cell surface. The

second e↵ect is to drive local transient accumulations of CYK-1: RhoA pulses concentrate

CYK-1 unevenly locally, raising CYK-1 concentration from 1 nM to 10 nM. This second e↵ect

– in the absemce of a negative impact of the confinement of the reaction in 2D – justifies

our assumption of an increased concentration of CYK-1. In summary, the binding of RhoA

should not a↵ect drastically the kinetics of the reaction, as the e↵ects of decreased di↵usion and

dimensionality reduction are approximately balanced. But the RhoA mediated concentration

of CYK-1 in the pulses drives a local increase in concentration that we had to consider when

analyzing CYK-1 kinetics, leading us to propose a local concentration of formins of ⇠10 nM.



If we estimate that 10 % of the actin is polymerized (Robin et al, 2014),

such that for simplicity F-actin monomers ⇠4 µM, with an average filament

length of ⇠6 µm, the overall barbed-ends concentration should range around

⇠ 2� 3nM.

Assuming initial local concentration of barbed ends of ⇠3 nM, accumulations

of formins at the cell surface bypassing ⇠10 nM would enter a range compatible

with the measured delays ⇠2.7 s. This result suggests that the characteristic

time for saturation of free, uncapped barbed ends resides at the boundary of

the temporal dynamics observed in our experiments.

Both approaches bring interesting information: the strategy in Fig. 4 con-

firms that such a mechanism could in theory drive the observed kinetics, while

the quantitative approach derived here suggests that this system could work

at the limit of barbed end saturation, and formin recruitment would shift the

system between a state in which barbed ends are limiting, at the peak of the

pulse, and a state in which barbed ends locally outnumber formins.

2.7 Capping/barbed-ends kinetics expected from in vitro

data

We also considered the a�nity of CP for barbed ends, and a potential compe-

tition with formins. Cellular concentrations of CP are high (⇠ 1 µM, Pollard

and Borisy, Cell, 2003, data not available in C. elegans), but CP concentration

is bu↵ered and its activity regulated (by CPI proteins, e.g. CARMIL, Fujiwara

et al, PNAS, 2014), such that the concentration of free CP available for barbed

end capping may be as low as 5-50 nM (Shekhar et al., J Cell Sci, 2016), values

that would be within one order of magnitude of formin peak concentration in

the pulse ( 10 nM). In these conditions, and with known ranges for the on-rate

of capping proteins (⇠ 4.6± 1.1 µM�1 s�1 (Schafer et al., J Cell Biol, 1996), ⇠
3.9 µM�1 s�1 (Miyoshi et al., J Cell Biol, 2006), ⇠ 12.8± 1.1 µM�1 s�1 (Shekhar

et al., Nat Comm, 2015)), suggests that a competition between formins and cap-

ping could indeed take place.



 

 

METHODS S2: Detailed description of the computational model of actomyosin mechanics, 

related to Figure 6. 

 

Brownian dynamics via the Langevin equation 

 

In our agent-based model, F-actin is simplified into serially connected cylindrical segments 

with barbed and pointed ends. Motors have a backbone structure with eight arms (Na = 8) attached, 

and each of the motor arm represents four myosin heads. Therefore, the total number of myosin 

heads represented by one motor is 32, which is not quite different from 56 myosin heads in one 

non-muscle myosin thick filament (Tyska et al, 1999). The backbone and arms of the motors are 

also described by cylindrical segments. ACPs are comprised of two cylindrical arm segments.  

The displacements of all the cylindrical segments are determined by the Langevin equation 

with the negligence of inertia: 

Td 0
d

i
i i i

t
− + =

rF F        (S1)  

where ri is a position vector of the ith element, ζi is a drag coefficient, t is time, Fi is a deterministic 

force, and FiT is a stochastic force satisfying the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (Underhill and 

Doyle, 2004): 

( ) ( ) BT T 2 i ij
i j

k Tt t
t
 

=


F F δ       (S2) 

where δ is a second-order tensor, δij is the Kronecker delta, and Δt = 1.15ⅹ10-5 s is a time step.  

The drag coefficients are calculated via an approximated form for cylindrical objects (Clift, Grace 

and Weber, 2005): 



 

 

   
0, c,

c,
3 2 /3

5
i i

i i
r rr  +

=       (S3) 

where μ is the viscosity of surrounding medium, and r0,i and rc,i are the length and diameter of 

segments, respectively. The positions of all the cylindrical segments are updated at each time step 

via the Euler integration scheme:   

( )Td 1( ) ( ) ( )
d

i
i i i i i

i
t t t t t t

t 
+  = +  = + + 

rr r r F F    (S4) 

 

Deterministic forces  

 

Deterministic forces include extensional forces maintaining equilibrium lengths, bending 

forces maintaining equilibrium angles, and repulsive forces accounting for volume-exclusion 

effects between actin segments. The extensional and bending forces originate from the following 

potentials: 

2
s s 0

1 ( )
2

U r r= −        (S5) 

( )2
b b 0

1
2

U   = −        (S6) 

where κs and κb are extensional and bending stiffnesses, r and r0 are the instantaneous and 

equilibrium lengths of cylindrical segments, and θ and θ0 are instantaneous and equilibrium angles 

formed by segments. The equilibrium length of actin segments (r0,A = 140 nm) and an equilibrium 

angle formed by two adjacent actin segments (θ0,A = 0 rad) are maintained by extensional (κs,A) 

and bending (κb,A) stiffnesses of actins, respectively. The reference value of κb,A corresponds to 

the persistence length of ~9 μm (Isambert et al, 1995). The equilibrium length of ACP arms (r0,ACP 



 

 

= 23.5 nm) and an equilibrium angle formed by the two arm segments of each ACP (θ0,ACP = 0 

rad) are regulated by extensional (κs,ACP) and bending (κb,ACP) stiffnesses of ACPs, respectively. 

The equilibrium length of motor backbone segments (rs,M1= 42 nm) and an equilibrium angle 

formed by adjacent backbone segments (θ0,M = 0 rad) are maintained by extensional (κs,M1) and 

bending (κb,M) stiffnesses, respectively. The value of κs,M1 is equal to that of κs,A, whereas the value 

of κb,M is larger than that of κb,A. The extension of each motor arm is regulated by the two-spring 

model with stiffnesses of transverse (κs,M2) and longitudinal (κs,M3) springs. The transverse spring 

maintains an equilibrium distance (r0,M2 = 13.5 nm) between the endpoint of a motor backbone and 

an actin segment where the arm of the motor binds, whereas the longitudinal spring maintains a 

right angle between the motor arm and the actin segment (r0,M3 = 0 nm).  

The repulsive force is represented by a harmonic potential (Kim et al, 2009): 

( )2
r 12 c,A 12 c,A

r

12 c,A

1 if
2
0 if

r r r r
U

r r

 − = 
 

     (S7) 

where κr is the strength of repulsive force, and r12 is a minimum distance between two actin 

segments. Forces exerted on actin segments by bound motors and ACPs or by the repulsive force 

are distributed onto the barbed and pointed ends of the actin segments as described in our previous 

work (Young, Murrell, Kim, 2015). 

 

Dynamics of ACPs  

 

ACPs bind to binding sites located on actin segments every 7 nm without preference for 

cross-linking angles at a constant rate and also unbind from F-actin at a force-dependent rate 

determined by Bell’s law (Bell, 1978): 



 

 

 

u,ACP s,ACP
0

0,ACPu,ACP
u,ACP B

0
0,ACPu,ACP

exp if

if

x F
k r r

k k T

k r r

  
     =   



   (S8) 

where s,ACPF  is a spring force acting on an ACP arm, k0u,ACP is the zero-force unbinding rate 

constant, xu,ACP is sensitivity to an applied force, and kBT is thermal energy. The values of k0u,ACP 

(= 0.115 s-1) and xu,ACP (= 1.04×10-10 m) are determined based on filamin A (Ferrer et al, 2008).  

 

Dynamics of motors 

 

Motor arms bind to binding sites on actin segments at the rate of 40Nh s-1, where Nh = 8 is 

the number of myosin heads represented by each motor arm. The walking (kw,M) and unbinding 

(ku,M) rates of the motor arms are determined by the parallel cluster model to mimic the 

mechanochemical cycle of non-muscle myosin II (Erdmann, Albert, Schwartz, 2013, Erdmann, 

Schwartz, 2012). The details of implementation and benchmarking of the parallel cluster model in 

our models are described in detail in our previous study (Kim, 2015). Note that kw,M and ku,M are 

smaller with larger applied loads because motors exhibit a catch-bond behavior. The unloaded 

walking velocity and stall force of motors are ~140 nm/s and ~5.7 pN, respectively. 

 

Actin dynamics 

 

The formation of F-actin is initiated from a nucleation event with the appearance of one 

cylindrical segment with polarity (i.e., with barbed and pointed ends) in a random orientation 



 

 

perpendicular to the z direction. The polymerization and depolymerization of actins are simulated 

by the addition and removal of cylindrical segments, respectively, as in our previous studies (Mak 

et al, 2016). The average length of F-actin (<Lf>) used in simulations is ~1 µm. This value is 

comparable to that estimated in our in vivo experiments. In addition, with the reference values of 

the rate constants for actin dynamics, each F-actin turns over every ~10 s. 

 

Contraction of actin  

 

 In order to quantitatively analyze the network morphology, we evaluate the contraction of 

F-actin, using the spatial distribution of F-actins in activated regions whose dimension is 5×5 μm 

in x and y directions. First, the activated region is divided into NG×NG grids. We found that the 

optimal level of NG is 15. All grids are indicated by their own coordinate, (i, j). In each grid, we 

measure the intensity of actin segments at time t, ,
A,
i j

t . Then, the standard deviation of ,
A,
i j

t  in all 

2
GN  grids is calculated and normalized by the initial mean value of actin density, A,0 . The 

normalized value represents the extent of actin contraction at each time point, t: 

Actin contraction at t = 

G
, 2

A,A,
, 1

GA,0

( )
1

N
i j

tt
i j

N

 


=

−
                                    (Eq. S9) 

We calculate the time evolution of actin contraction by subtracting the initial value of actin 

contraction from the instantaneous value at each time step. As F-actins aggregate more within the 

activated region (i.e., more contraction), the spatial distribution of F-actins will become more 

heterogeneous, increasing the standard deviation of ,
A,
i j

t  and thus enhancing the extent of actin 



 

 

contraction. From the time evolution curve (Fig. 6b, inset), we obtain the maximal extent of actin 

contraction and contraction level at a plateau phase. 

  

Contraction of myosin motors 

 

We calculate the extent of motor contraction using the center position of motor thick 

filaments, M, M,( , )i i
t tx y , where i is the index of motors, and t is time. At each time step, we calculate 

a distance between the center position of each thick filament and the center position of a currently 

activated region, reg, reg,( , )t tx y . We assume that the average of all the distances represents the 

approximate size of motor clusters. The average is further divided by an initial value:  

Motor contraction = 

M

M

2 2
M, reg, M, reg, M

1

2 2
M,0 reg,0 M,0 reg,0 M

1

( ) ( ) /

( ) ( ) /

N
i i

t t t t
i

N
i i

i

x x y y N

x x y y N

=

=

− + −

− + −




                 (Eq. S10) 

In the time evolution of motor contraction, we average the maximum values of the motor 

contraction in all pulse periods to use it as an indicator for the extent of motor contraction. 

 

 

  



 

 

Table S4. List of parameters employed in the model. For some of the parameters, references are 
provided if the parameters were determined based on specific previous studies. 

Symbol Definition Value 
r0,A Length of an actin segment 1.4×10-7 [m]  
rc,A Diameter of an actin segment 7.0×10-9 [m] (Kishino and Yanagida, 1988) 
θ0,A Bending angle formed by adjacent actin segments 0 [rad]  
κs,A Extensional stiffness of F-actin 1.69×10-2 [N/m]  
κb,A Bending stiffness of F-actin 2.64×10-19 [N·m] (Isambert et al, 1995) 

r0,ACP Length of an ACP arm 2.35×10-8 [m] (Meyer and Aebi, 1990) 
rc,ACP Diameter of an ACP arm 1.0×10-8 [m]  
θ0,ACP Bending angle formed by two ACP arms 0 [rad]  
κs,ACP Extensional stiffness of ACP 2.0×10-3 [N/m]  
κb,ACP Bending stiffness of ACP  1.04×10-19 [N·m]  
r0,M1 Length of a motor backbone segment 4.2×10-8 [m]  
r0,M2 Length of a motor arm 1.35×10-8 [m]  
rc,M Diameter of a motor arm 1.0×10-8 [m]  
θ0,M Bending angle formed by motor backbone segments  0 [rad]  
κs,M1 Extensional stiffness of a motor backbone 1.69×10-2 [N/m] 
κs,M2 Extensional stiffness 1 of a motor arm 1.0×10-3 [N/m] 
κs,M3 Extensional stiffness 2 of a motor arm 1.0×10-3 [N/m] 
κb,M Bending stiffness of a motor backbone 5.07×10-18 [N·m]  
Nh Number of heads represented by a motor arm 4 
Na Number of arms per motor 8 
kn,A Nucleation rate of actin 0.001 [μM-1s-1] 
kp,A Polymerization rate of actin at the barbed end 5 [μM-1s-1] 
kd,A Depolymerization rate of actin at the pointed end 50 [s-1] 

0
u,ACPk  Zero-force unbinding rate constant of ACP 0.115 [s-1] (Ferrer et al, 2008) 

xu,ACP Sensitivity of ACP unbinding to applied force 1.04×10-10 [m] (Ferrer et al, 2008) 
κr Strength of repulsive force 1.69×10-3 [N/m] 
Δt Time step 1.15×10-5 [s] 
μ Viscosity of surrounding medium 8.6×10-1 [kg/m·s] 

kBT Thermal energy 4.142×10-21 [J] 
CA Actin concentration 200 [μM] 
RM Ratio of myosin concentration to CA 0.08 

RACP Ratio of ACP concentration to CA 0.01 
<Lf> Average length of F-actins  ~1 [μm] 
ρf Enhancement factor for faster actin polymerization 10 
τf Duration of faster actin polymerization 10 s 
dM Time delay of myosin activation 5 s 
τM Duration of myosin activation 15 s 
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